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RÉSUMÉ 

La photosynthèse est l'utilisation de l'énergie solaire par les plantes 

vertes, les cyanobactéries et les bactéries photosynthétiques pour la synthèse de 

molécules organiques complexes. Ces molécules sont assemblées à partir de 

matériaux aussi simple que l'eau, le dioxyde de carbone et les substances 

inorganiques. Ainsi, la capture de l'énergie lumineuse par les organismes 

photo synthétiques constitue le premier maillon d'une longue chaîne liant le 

soleil à une vaste majorité d'organismes vivants (Y ouvan and Marrs, 1989). 

La lumière est absorbée par les pigments des antennes telles les 

chlorophylles et les caroténoïdes. Les processus de la transformation de 

l'énergie lumineuse sont initiés par la génération d'états électroniques excités 

qui donnent par la suite naissance à une séparation des charges positives et 

négatives dans les centres réactionnel. Ces processus ont lieu dans deux 

complexes pigments-protéines appelés centre photochimique réactionnel du 

Photosystème 1 (PSI) et centre photochimique réactionel du Photosystème II 

(PSU). Ces centres, en occupant la place du noyau dans les structures 

membranaires photo synthétiques, jouent le rôle principal dans l'absorption et 

la conversion de la lumière en énergie chimique stable. . 

Ces deux photo systèmes ont été isolés et purifiés à partir de membranes 

chloroplastiques; chacun d'eux contient de 50 à 100 molécules de chlorophylles 
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et un petit nombre de carotènes. Ces molécules de pigments sont combinées 

avec des polypeptides (11 dans le photosystème 1 et 20 dans le photosystème II) 

qui assurent les fonctions structurelles, enzymatiques et régulatoires du 

photosystème. Une ou deux chlorophylles de ces photosystèmes forment le 

centre réactionnel dans lequel l'événement central des réactions lumineuses 

(le transfert des électrons à l'état excité aux orbitales stables des accepteurs 

primaires) tient place. 

Les photo systèmes 1 et II contiennent aussi une chaîne de transporteurs 

impliqués dans le transport des électrons à partir des accepteurs primaires. Ces 

transporteurs sont formés par diverses protéines qui sont soient des complexes 

membranaires stables tel le cytochrome bM, soient des composantes mobiles 

telles la plastoquinone et la plastocyanine. Le photosystème II contient en 

outre le mécanisme de l'oxydation de l'eau qui agit comme source d'électrons. 

Les membranes internes des chloroplastes contiennent aussi des 

assemblements de pigments-protéines appelés complexes collecteurs de 

lumière (CCL) qui forment une partie intégrante des systèmes antennaires. Les 

pigments de ces CCL sont liés aux protéines dans des complexes sans centres 

réactionnels ou accepteurs primaires. Aussi, ne sont ils responsables d'aucune 

conversion de la lumière en énergie chimique à leur niveau, mais ils 

transfèrent plutôt l'énergie absorbée aux deux photosystèmes. La majorité des 

organismes photo synthétiques ont deux types de CCL, le CCL-I associé avec le 

photo système 1 et le CCL-II associé avec le photosystème II. 

L'élucidation de la relation structure-fonction des protéines 

membranaires aU niveau moléculaire constitue un défi de tous les jours dans 
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le domaine des les sciences de la vie. Les bactériorhodopsines et les centres 

réactionnels des bactéries photo synthétiques sont les protéines membranaires 

les mieux caractérisées (Deisenhofer, et al. 1985; Henderson et aL, 1990). La 

compréhension de leur mécanisme au niveau moléculaire peut aussi donner 

une image des mécanismes d'autres protéines impliquées dans le gradient de 

protons et le transfert d'électrons. La connaissance de l'interaction pigment

pigment, qui détermine les propriétés des pigments chlorophylliens, est donc 

d'une importance particulière dans la compréhension des premières réactions 

de la photosynthèse. 

Durant plusieurs années, la structure des molécules biologiques, a été le 

sujet de nombreuses recherches visant à determiner leur function. Pour 

réaliser de telles études, de nouvelles méthodes biophysiques ont été 

développées à l'insu des résultats obtenus par l'utilisation des techniques 

conventionnelles comme la biochimie ou la biologie moléculaire. Ces 

méthodes biophysiques ont permis entre autres de déterminer les dynamiques 

moléculaires de groupements individuels impliqués directement dans des 

fonctions spécifiques au sein de la membrane. 

Parmi les plus populaires de ces méthodes utilisées et les plus fiables, 

nous retrouvons la diffraction des rayons -X, la résonance magnétique 

nucléaire (RMN), le dichroisme circulaire (DC) et la spectroscopie Raman. Ces 

différentes techniques spectroscopiques ont toutes apporté de très importantes 

informations sur la structure moléculaire des protéines, toutefois, chacune 

d'elles comporte des inconvénients majeurs qui la rendent plus limitée à un 

type déterminé de molécules. Ainsi, la détermination de la structure des 

protéines par diffraction aux rayons-X nécessite la production de cristaux 
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relativement grands (200 nm) et assez purs, ce qui est très difficile à obtenir 

pour la plupart des protéines. Pour la RMN, l'obligation de l'utilisation de 

protéines de poids moléculaire de moins de 15 kDa la rend très limitée dans ce 

domaine. Le DC est plutôt incommodé par l'utilisation de protéines en 

suspension qui présentent des problèmes de diffusion de lumière (Mao and 

Wallace, 1984), alors que la spectroscopie Raman qui ne semble pas souffrir de 

cet inconvenient est limitée par un très faible rapport signal sur bruit. 

Pour éviter la plupart de ces inconvénients, une nouvelle spectroscopie 

est de plus en plus utilisée par l'ensemble des chercheurs dans le domaine de la 

détermination des structures des protéines (Nabedryk et al. 1982; Olinger et al. 

1986). L'Infra Rouge par Transformé de Fourier (FTIR) est une méthode assez 

récente dont la particularité réside dans la haute qualité des spectres obtenus 

relativement avec aisance. Contrairement aux autres spectroscopies citées 

précedemment, elle ne necessite généralement qu'une très petite quantité de 

protéines (1 mM) qui peuvent être dans une grande variété d'environnements 

tels en solution aqueuse, dans des lipides, en cristaux ou dans les solvants 

organiques. Elle est en outre généralisée à tous les types de molécules, 

pigments, protéines ou produits synthétiques (Dong et al. 1989), du moment 

qu'elle est basée uniquement sur l'absorption par des liaisons moléculaires. De 

plus cette spectroscopie ne nécessite pas de sondes supplémentaires ce qui 

facilite relativement l'interpretation des résultats (Potter et al. 1985; Gorga et al. 

1989). 

Notre objectif dans ce projet était étudier quelques points qui restent très 

débatus dans le domaine de la photosynthèse. Dans cette étude, la 
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spectroscopie FTIR a occupé une place de choix et a été utilisée pour analyser 

les points suivants: 

1-L'interaction des CCLII avec les ions métalliques divalents toxiques. 

2-La structure de la Chlorophylle P680+. 

3-L'effet de la chaleur sur les membranes enrichies en PSII en présence de 

betaine et sucrose. 

4-La structure secondaire de la protéine extrinsèque de 33 kDa. 

Au cours de cette étude, nous avons pu dégager les conclusions 

suivantes: 

La spectroscopie infrarouge transformée de Fourier est une méthode très 

efficace dans l'étude de la conformation des protéines en solution, 

principalement à cause de sa forte sensibilité à la conformation de la bande 

amide 1 (1700-1620 cm-1) qui émerge des vibrations d'élongation de la chaîne 

principale C=O. Combinée avec les techniques d'accrossiment de la résolution, 

telles la spectroscopie de dérivation secondaire et de déconvolution, en plus de 

l'application des techniques de curve-fitting iteratives, cette méthode fournit de 

riches informations sur la structure secondaire des protéines. En outre, les 

informations sur la conformation tirées de la bande amide 1 mènent à discerner 

les, corrélations qui existent entre les types conformationnels spécifiques et les 

composantes des bandes dans la région amide. 

L'interaction des ions divalents des métaux lourds avec les protéines du 

complexe collecteur de lumière (CCL-II) des membranes chloroplatiques des 
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thylacoïdes a été étudiée en solution aqueuse à différentes concentrations des 

ions métalliques (0,01 à 20 mM) en utilisant la spectroscopie FTIR. Les résultats 

obtenus par cette méthode dans les régions amide l (1700-1620 cm-l ) et amide II 

(1800-1500 cm-1) ont montré qu'il existe une forte interaction entre les 

protéines et le métal à haute concentration de ce dernier, alors qu'à très faible 

concentration, la liaison avec le cation est négligeable. La liaison avec les ions 

métalliques se fait principalement via le groupement carbonyl des protéines à 

faible concentration cationique, alors que la coordination ionique aux 

groupements C=O et C=N des protéines a été observée pour les hautes 

concentrations cationiques. La liaison tyrosine-métal a été aussi observée pour 

quelques ions métalliques à haute concentration. Des changements 

conformationnels majeurs des hélices-a. aux feuillets-~ et aux structures 

coudées ont été observés en présence de ces cations métalliques à haute 

concen tra tion. 

La structure du donneur primaire des électrons du photosystème II, 

P680+ a été étudiée pour examiner s'il est composé d'une chlorphylle (ChI) 

monomérique ou dimérique. Dans cette étude, la spectroscopie FTIR a été 

utilisée pour analyser les changements dans les modes vibrationnels se 

produisant par l'effet de la photo oxydation du P680+ dans les PSII dépourvus 

d'ions 'manganèse (Mn). Nous avons pu montré que l'illumination de ces 

derniers en présence d'accepteurs artificiels d'électrons résulte en des 

changements dans le spectre de différence d'absorbance (en présence et en 

absence de lumière) qui sont typiques de la formation du P680+. 

Le spectre de différence FTIR obtenu sous des conditions similaires est 

caractérisé par deux pics négatifs, localisés à 1694 et 1652 ou 1626 cm-l, et qui 
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peuvent être assignés au groupement 9-ceto de la chlorophylle du P680; cette 

dernière bande est un bon indicateur de groupements fortement associés. Ces 

vibrations sont déplacées respectivement à 1714 et 1626 cm-1 dans les 

caractéristiques positives du spectre de différence attribué à P680+. La présence 

de deux paires de bandes attribuées au groupement 9-ceto est discutée dans le 

cadre d'un P680 formé d'un dimère de chlorophylles. 

La structure des membranes du Photosystème II, isolées des thylacoïdes 

du chloroplaste, est profondément affectée par les solutés présents dans leur 

environnements. En utilisant la spectroscopie FTIR, nous avons étudié l'effet 

de la chaleur sur les membranes du PSII en présence de glycinebétaine et de 

sucrose. Il a été conclu qu'à des températures élevées, la glycinebétaine et le 

sucrose agissent comme agents protecteurs des protéines membranaires du 

PSII. La quasi totalité des structures hélices-a ont été protégées et aucun 

changement majeur dans leur conformation n'a été observé. Ce résultat peut 

s'accorder avec le concept développé par Timasheff et ces coéquipiers qui 

postule que le comportement des protéines en présence de soluté est une 

conséquence d'interactions préférentielles entre les constituants du système 

soluté-protéine-solvant. 

La protéine extrinsèque de 33 kDa du PSII est un important élément de 

l'appareil de dégagement d'oxygène dont le rôle est de stabiliser le groupement 

de manganèse à des concentrations physiologiques de chlorure et de minimiser 

la quantité du calcium nécessaire au dégagement d'oxygène. 

L'analyse de la séquence d'acides aminés de cette protéine, basée sur la 

méthode de Chou-Fasman, suggère que cette protéine contient une grande 



proportion de structures hélice-a.. Une étude estimative utilisant des 

techniques plus sophistiquées a conclu que ce polypeptide ne contient en 

général qu'un petit nombre périodique de structures secondaires ordonnées. 

Dans la présente étude, en utilisant la spectroscopie FTIR, nous avons mesuré 

les proportions des structures secondaires présentes dans la protéine de 33 kDa. 

Notre résultat indique que la protéine stabilisant le manganèse (33 kDa) 

contient une large proportion de structures en feuillets-~ (36%), une quantité 

relativement plus faible de structure en hélices-a. (27%), de structures coudées 

(24%) et des structures non-ordonnées (13%). 

Finalement, ces études démontrent que le pouvoir réel de la 

spectroscopie FTIR réside dans sa capacité de confirmer la structure secondaire 

des protéines ou de suivre les changements relatifs dans ces mêmes structures 

en fonction de variables sélectives. Cette capacité d'augmentation de résolution 

de l'FTIR à fournir une caractérisation structurale rapide et fiable est d'une 

grande importance quand l'information structurale à partir de la 

cristallographie aux rayons X est difficile à obtenir. 
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SUMMARY 

The effect of different factors on the protein secondary structure of 

Photosystem II membranes and its surrounding was studied using Fourier

transform-Infrared spectroscopy with its enhancement techniques such as 

deconvolution, second derivatives and curve-fitting. 

The interaction of divalent metal ions with the light-harvesting (LHC-II) 

proteins of chloroplast thylakoids membranes was investigated in aqueous 

solution at different metal ion concentrations (0.01 to 20 mM), using Fourier 

transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy. The infrared difference 

spectroscopie results for the amide 1 and amide II regions (1800-1500 cm-1) have 

shown a strong metal-protein interaction at high metal ion concentrations, 

whereas at a very low concentration the metal cation binding is negligible. The 

metal ion binding is mainly via the protein carbonyl group at low cation 

concentration, whereas metal ion coordination to the protein C=O and C-N 

groups were observed at higher cation concentrations. The metal-tyrosine 

binding was also observed for some ions at high metal ion concentrations. 

Major conformational changes from a,-helix to those of the ~-sheet and turn 

structures were observed, in the presence of these metal cations at high 

concentrations. 



The structure of the primary electron donor of PSII, P680, is still under 

debate. It is not decided if it is composed of chlorophyll (ChI) monomer or . 

dimer. In this study, FTIR spectroscopy was used to analyze the changes in the 

vibration modes occurring upon photooxidation of P680+ in a Mn-depleted 

PSII. It is demonstrated that illumination of the above in the presence of 

artificial electron acceptors results in a light-minus-dark absorbance change 

typical of the formation of P680+. The light-minus dark FTIR spectrum 

obtained under similar conditions is characterized by two negative peaks 

located at 1694 and 1652 or 1626 cm-l that can be assigned to the 9-keto groups of 

the P680 ChI, the latter band being indicative of a strongly associated group. 

These vibrations are shifted to 1714 and 1626 cm-l, respectively, in the positive 

features of the difference spectrum attributed to P680+. The occurrence of two 

pairs of bands attributed to 9-keto groups is discussed in terms of P680 being . 

formed of a ChI dimer. 

The integrity of Photosystem II membranes isolated from chloroplast 

thylakoids is profoundly affected by the solute environment. Using FTIR 

spectroscopy we studied the effect of heat treatment on PSII-membranes in the 

presence of glycinebetaine and sucrose. It is concluded that glycinebetaine and 

sucrose act as protecting agents for the .PSII-membrane protein under elevated 

temperature. The integrity of a,-helical structure was about to be protected and 

no major conformation changes were observed. These results can be 

accommodated readily in a concept developed by Tirnasheff and his coworkers 

according to which the responses of proteins to their solute environment are 

consequences of interaction preferences arnong the constituents of the solvent 

-protein-solute systems. 
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The 33 kDa extrinsic protein of PSI! is an important component of the 

oxygen-evolving apparatus which functions to stabilize the manganese cluster 

at physiological chio ride concentrations and to lower the calcium requirement 

for oxygen evolution. Chou-Fasman analysis of the amino acid sequence of 

this protein suggests that this component contains a high proportion of a

helical structure. A computational study using more sophisticated techniques 

concluded that the protein contained little periodically ordered secondary 

structure. In this study, we have measured the relative proportions of 

secondary structure present in 33 kDa protein using FTIR spectroscopy. Our 

results indicate that this protein contains a large proportion of ~-structure 

(36%) and relatively small amount of a-helical structure (27%), turn (24%) and 

other structures (13%) 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

PHOTOSYNTIIESIS 

In general terms photosynthesis could be defined as a series of chemical 

reactions in a plant, using sun light as energy, that converts carbon dioxide and 

water into molecules such as glucose that the plant can use as an energy source. 

1 .1 ENERGY AND THE BIOLOGlCAL SYSTEM 

A continuing input of energy is necessary to maintain lUe. The living 

system represents a highly organized state, thus a very low-entropy state. As 

we know from thermodynamics that for any reaction or process to proceed 

spontaneously, it must have a negative free-energy change associated with il. 

The free energy change, ~G, is related to the change in enthalpy (~H) and 

entropy (~S) that occurs in the process: 

AG=AH-TAS 

If a process yields a more highly organized state, as do most processes in the 

formation and maintenance of biological systems, the entropy change will be 

negative "and (-TAS) will be a positive number. Unless the ~H term is 

sufficiently large and negative to override the entropy term (which is not 
usually the case) the ~G will be positive, and the reacti?n or process will not 
occur spontaneously unless energy is made available to il. 

Say, for example, a cell needs to synthesize a quantity of protein, making 

low-entropy complex molecules out of high-entropy simpler molecules. The 



process requires not only raw materials (the simpler molecules), but also a 

source of energy. This energy can be supplied through the coupling of 

chemical reactions. If a reaction requiring free energy, such as protein 

synthesis, and a reaction releasing free energy are coupled, the overall free

energy change for the two coupled reactions is the sum of their ~G's and the 
unfavorable reaction can occur. 

What is the source of energy that powers cell metabolism, the 

mechanical work of muscle contraction, and the electrical work of nerve

impulse transmission? The original source of energy for all purposes is the 

sun. However, most cells are un able to directly use solar energy. Only 

photosynthetic cells can absorb radiant energy and transform it into the 

chemical energy of biological molecules. 

Photosynthesis, carried out by green plants, eukaryotic algae, 

cyanobacteria, and photosynthetic bacteria, constantly replenishes the organic 

molecules oxidized by all organisms as a source of cellular energy (Y ouvan and 

Marrs, 1989). The reactions of photosynthesis use the energy of sunlight to 

convert inorganic substances into organic molecules. In most photosynthetic 

organisms organic molecules are assembled from raw materials no more 

complex than water, carbon dioxide, and a supply of inorganic materials. 

Photosynthetic organisms typically synthesize much greater quantities of 

organic substances than they require for their own activities. Much of the 

remainder is used as a fuel source by animaIs and other organisms that live by 

eating plants. These plant-eating forms are consumed in tum by other 

organisms, and so on down the line until the last of the organic matter 

assembled by photosynthesis is completely oxidized to carbon dioxide and 

water. 

Because the reactions capturing light energy provide the first step in this 

extended pathway of energy flow, photosynthesis is the vital link between the 

energy of sunlight and the vast majority of living organisms. Without the 

activity of photosynthetic prokaryotes and eukaryotes in capturing light and 
converting it to chemical energy, most of the earth's creatures, including the 

human population, would soon cease to exist. 
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t. t. t Reducing Power for Biosynthesis 

The reducing power of a compound is dependent upon its affinity for 

electrons and the concentration of its reduced and oxidized forms. This affinity 

can be defined by its redox potential. For convenience, an redox potentials are 

compared to that of hydrogen gas at 1 atmosphere of pressure bubbling over a 

platinum electrode in a solution at pH = 0 

This reaction is arbitrarily given a redox potential of zero volts. At pH 

7.0 the reaction is pulled to the right because [H+] is low, and the redox 

potential therefore drops ta - 4.2 V. At equilibrium the difference in redox 

potential, between two couples is related by the equation: 

E = Eo (pH 7) + RI ln oxidant 
n F reductant 

in which E is the potential in volts, the standard term, Eo(pH 7) is called the 

standard oxidation-reduction potential, the concentration term here inc1udes 

the number of electrons that are transferred in the oxidation-reduction 

reaction, n and the Faraday F is a constant which is equal to 23,062 calV-1 or 

96,486JV-1 at 25 oc. In practice, if each redox couple initially has equal 

concentrations of oxidized and reduced forms, then electrons will move from 

the couple with the more negative potential to that with the more positive 

potential. 

There are two particularly important molecules in oxidation / reduction 

reactions within cells. These are the cofactors nicotinamide adenine 

dinuc1ueotide (N AD+) and nicotinamide adenine dinuc1eotide phosphate 

(NADP+). The redox potential at pH 7.0 of both NAD+ / NADPH + H+ and 

NAD P + / NAD PH + H+ is -0.32 V. It is believed that in cens N AD+ is 

approximately 90% oxidized and NADP+ 90% reduced. These values will, of 

course vary with the particular metabolic state of cells but would mean that 

their redox potentials were respectively -0.29 V and -0.35 V. The redox 

potential of 1/202 + 2H+/H20 is 0.82 V. Photosynthesis couples the oxidation 

of water to the reduction of NADP+ using the electron transport components in 
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the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts. This is a redox potential difference of 

1.15 V. The energy for this reduction cornes from the absorption of light 

(Nicha lIs, 1982; Bryce and Hill, 1993). 

t.2 UGHT ABSORPTION IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

The quantitative characteristics of light in relation ta photochemistry 

have been described (Giese, A. 1964; Calvert and Pittse, 1967; Clayton, 1980). 

In arder for plants ta grow they must be able ta convert the energy from 

the sun into a useful form. Humans produce pigments in their skin that 

protect them from harmful effects of solar radiation; in contrast, exposure of 

plants ta light stimulate them ta produce pigments that absorb and utilize light 

energy. 

Visible light is a form of radiant energy with wavelengths ranging from 

about 400 nm, seen as blue light, ta 680 nm, se en as red. Although radiated in 

apparently continuous beams, the energy of light actually flows in discrete 

units called photons. The photons of a beam of light contain an amount of 

energy that is inversely proportional ta the wavelength of the light. The 

shorter the wavelength, the greater the energy of a photon. 

The energy content of photons at various wavelengths is given in Table 

1 in calI Einstein. The Einstein relates light energy ta a gram molecular weight 

and is equivalent ta a "mole" of light, 6.023 x 10 23 photons. From the Table it 

can be. seen that one mole of ChI, containing 6.023 x 10 23 molecules and 

absorbing one Einstein of red light at 650 nm, absorbs 43,480 cal of energy 

(Walker, 1979). 

Molecules such as ChI appear colored or pigmented because they absorb 

light at certain wavelengths and transmit light at other wavelengths. The 

color of a pigment is produced by the transmitted iight. ChlorophylI, for 

example absorbs blue and red light and transmits intermediate wavelengths 

that are seen in combination as green. 
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Table 1 : Energy Content of Light at Various Wavelengths. 

Wavelength (nm) Color calI Einstein 

395 Violet 71,800 

490 Blue 57,880 

590 Yellow 48,060 

650 Red .43,480 

750 Farred 37,800 

Light is absorbed by antenna pigments such as ChI by electrons occupying 

certain orbitaIs in a pigments molecule. In darkness or exposed to light at 

wavelengths not absorbed by the molecule, these electrons occupy orbitaIs at a 

relatively Iow energy level (Figure 1) known as the ground state. If an electron 

absorbs the energy of a photon, it moves to a new orbital at higher energy level. 

In the new orbital the electron is said to be in an exited state. Typically, exited 

orbitaIs are farther th an ground-state orbitaIs from the atomic nuc1ei, associated 

with light sensitive electrons. The difference in energy Ievels between the 

ground-state and excited-state orbitaIs is exactly equivalent to the energy 

contained in the photon of light absorbed. 

Figure 1 shows the concept of absorption of photons (hv) by ChI 

molecule, energizing an electron to an excited state (a) and its subsequent decay 

with release of energy. Capture of a more energetic photon (b) results in a 

higher energy Ievel orbital being filled and then a decay by radiationless 

transition. Heat may also raise an electron to a higher energy level and the 

energy is emitted when the electron drops back to the ground state. The main 

energy-dissipating pro cesses are by radiationless transitions, prompt 

fluorescence, delayed light emission, phosphorescence, by chemical reactions in 

photosynthesis and energy transfer, for example of triplet energy to oxygen or 

carotenoids or of excitation energy to other chlorophyll and pigment molecules. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of energy states in the chlorophyll molecule. The ground, 
first, and second excited states of themolecule passes a series of energy 
sublevels. Heat 10ss occurs when the excited molecule reverts ta the 10west 
sublevel energy of the excited state. The fluorescence emissiori is shifted ta the 
red end of the spectrum relative ta the excitation spectrum because the light 
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Electrons in the higher levels of the first excited singlet, S, state, (energy 

Es) decay by radiationless transition (R) to the lower levels and, if the excitation 

energy is not used in photochemistry or transferred to other molecules, decay to 

singlet state, Sa, by emission of "prompe fluorescence of lower energy (Ef) than 

the exciting light, as Ef= Es-R. Thus a solution of chlorophyll irradiated with 

blue light emits red fluorescence. Phosphorescence is light emission occurring 

many seconds or minutes after illumination due to the transfer of triplet (T) to 
singlet (S) ground state transition. Delayed fluorescence involves the T ~s. ~ Sa 

transition(with small T ~S, energy gap) and has the phosphorescence decay 

time but the fluorescence spectrum, or triplet annihilation or T1+T1~Si~So 

transition with different relationship to the energy absorbed. In ChI a. of the 

thylakoids prompt fluorescence is emitted at a peak of 685 nm. It shows the 

accumulation of excitation energy in the antenna and is inversely related to the 

use of electrons; it indicates the state of electron transport and biochemical 

processes relative to energy capture. Delayed fluorescence, also called delayed 
light emission, was first observed by Strehler and Arnold (Lawlor, 1987) and 

occurs in all photosynthetic organisms; it is from excited singlet states of ChI 

and is of similar wavelength to fluorescence, but shorter wavelength than 

phosphorescence. Fluorescence and delayed light emission have similar action 

and emission spectra and saturation characteristics to photosynthesis. Delayed 

light is emitted from ChI re-excited over a long period from a store of energy 

produced in the light, so that the time course is long compared to prompt 

fluorescence. 

1. 2. 1 Light Absorbing Molecules 

Although chlorophylls are the moleculès directly involved in light 

absorption and the transfer of electrons to primary acceptors in photosynthesis, 

other pigments called carotenoids, also absorb light energy and pass it on to the 

ChIs. Both chlorophylls and carotenoids are lipid molecules bound to 

thylakoid membranes and stromallamellae in chloroplasts. 

1.2 .1. 1 Chlorophyll 

The chlorophYlls are a family of c10sely related molecules based on 

tetrapyrrole ring (Figure 2). The ring structure of chlorophylls (Katz et a1., 1979) 
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is similar to those of cytochromes and hemoglobin except for the presence of an 

extra subunits. A magnesium atom is bound at the center of the ChI ring. 

Attached to the ring is a long, hydrophobic side chain that gives to the two 

major chlorophylls found in higher plants, ChI â. and ChI .b. their lipid like 

solubility characteristic. ChI â. and b. differ only in the side groups attached to 

one carbon of the tetrapyrrole ring. Of the two types ChI il plays the central role 

in the conversion of light to chemical energy in aU photosynthetic eukaryotes 

and also in cyanobacteria; ChI b is one of several pigments that pass the energy 

of absorbed light to ChI â.. The c10sely related ChI Ç. occurs in an accessory 

pigment with ChI â. in brown algae, diatoms, and dinoflageUates. 

Chlorophyll contains many electrons capable of moving to excited 

orbitaIs by absorbing light. These electrons can simultaneously occupied many 

vibration al and rotation al levels, and because the incident radiation that is 

used in most spectrophotometers contains a large number of photons, many 

vibrational and rotation al levels that are associated with the higher electron 

state can be simultaneously populated in different molecules. As the 

wavelength of the incident radiation is altered (scanned) a molecule can be 

excited from the same electron, vibrational and rotation al levels to a single 

excited electron level, but to different vibration al and rotational levels. 

Because the energetic differences between the vibrational and rotationallevels, 

that are associated with a particular electron levels are smaU, the many possible 

changes in energy between the vibrational and rotational levels of the two 

electron levels overlap, causing broad absorptive band in the ultraviolet-visible 

regionof ChI, rather than a single, sharp peak. The broad curve is called an 

absorption spectrum . (Figure 3). Each ChI type has a distinct absorption 

spectrum. 

Absorption spectra are modified by association of chlorophyUs with other 

molecules in chloroplast membranes, particularly with proteins. For example 

purified ChI â. absorbs red light most strongly at 665 nm when dissolved in 

acetone. In chloroplast membranes in which the pigments are c10sely 

associated with other molecules, individual ChI â. molecules may absorb light 

strongly at other wavelengths such as 660, 670, 680 and 700 nm. Although their 
absorption spectra are altered, the chemical structure of the chlorophylls is not 
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changed by association. Sorne of the associations responsible for modifying 

light absorption, particularly these producing absorption peaks in ChI g at 680 

and 700 nm, figure importantly in the light reactions of photosynthesis. 

Although chlorophylls absorb light in the blue end of the spectrum as 

weIl as in the red, the energy level of an excited electron passed from ChI â to a 

primary electron acceptor is equivalent to that of photons in the red 

wavelengths between 680 and 700 nm. The difference in energy between any 

shorter light wavelength absorbed and the energy of excited electrons released 

by ChI is lost as heat. This characteristic makes all wavelengths absorbed by 

chlorophylls equally effective in photosynthesis, even though photons at the 

shorter wavelengths contain more energy. 

1. 2 . 1. 2 Carotenoids 

The carotenoids (figure 4) constitute a separate family of light-absorbing 

lipids built upon a single, long carbon chain containing 40 carbon atoms. 

Various substitutions in side groups attached to the 40-carbon backbone give 

rise to different carotenoid pigments. Two types of carotenoids occur in all 

green plants. The carotenes are pure hydrocarbons that contain no oxygen 

atoms; chief in abundance among these pigments in the higher plants is B

carotene (Figure 4). The second major carotenoid type, the xanthophylls (also 

called carotenol), are c10sely similar except for the presence of oxygen atoms in 

their terminal structures (Siefennann, 1985). 

Carotenoids of both types have multiple light-absorbing electrons 

associated with the alternating single and double bonds of the backbone chain. 

These electron absorbs at blue-green wavelengths from 400 to 550 nm and 

transmit other wavelengths in combination that appear yellow, orange, red, or 

brown 

The carotenoids in their role as accessory pi~ents, absorb light at 

wavelengths weakly absorbed by chlorophylls in the blue end of the spectrum. 

The light energy absorbed by carotenoids, and by ChI Q, is eventually transferred 

by inductive resonance to the ChI â molecules involved in transforming light 

into chemical energy. The net effect of the en tire combination of chlorophylls 
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and carotenoids is to broaden the spectrum of wavelengths used efflciently as 

energy sources for photosynthesfs. 

IJ-carotene 

lutein (a xanthophyll) 

Figure 4: B-carotene and Iutein (a-xanthophyD>. 

1.3 THE ORGANIZA TION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC PIGMENTS IN 

CHWROPLASTS 

Carotenoids and ChI molecules are organized with proteins and other 
molecules into large complexes that play central roles in light reactions. Two 
of these complexes, called photosystems 1 and II, act directly in the absorption of 
light and the conversion of light to chemical energy in eukaryotic plants. The 
two photosystems have been isolated and putified from chloroplast 
membranes; work with the isolated photosystems has revealed that each 
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contains tram about 50 ta 100 ChI â. molecules and a smaller number of 

carotenes. These pigment molecules are combined with polypeptides (as many 

as 11 in ph ota system 1 and 20 in photosystem II) that carry out structural, 

enzymatic, regulatory, and other functions in the photosystems. One or two 

ChI â molecules within the photosystems form a reaction center in which the 

central event of the light reactions (the transfer of excited state electrons ta 
stable orbitaIs in a primary acceptors) takes place. The photosystems also 
contain a sequence of carriers involved in the transport of electrons away trom 

the primary acceptor. Photosystem II, in addition, uses the mechanism of 
water-splitting as an electron source 

The internaI membranes of chloroplasts also contain pigment-protein 

assemblies called light-harvesting complexes (LHCs), which act as accessory 

light-gathering "antennas". The pigments of the accessory antennas are linked 

with proteins in complexes without reaction centers or primary acceptors. 

Because LHCs have no reaction centers or primary acceptors, no conversion of 

light ta chemical energy takes place within them. Instead, the energy of 

absorbed light is passed on ta the two photosystems. Most eukaryotes have two 

types of LHCs; LHC-I is associated with photo system 1 and LHC-II with 

photo system II. 

1. 3. 1 Photosystem 1 

Photosystem 1 (Figure 5) contains a light-absorbing group of about 130 

ChIa. molecules and 16 ~-carotenes combined with 10 to 11 polypeptides into a 

structure known as the core antenna (Andersson and Styring, 1991; Golbeck 

and Bryant, 1991). Individual pigment molecules absorbing light energy in the 

core antenna pass the absorbed energy ta the reaction center, which in 

photosystem 1 consists of a specialized form of ChI â called P700 (pigment). 

P700 is given this name because its light absorption spectrum changes sharply 
at a wavelength of 700 nm as electrons are passed to the primary acceptor of the 
photosystem. The photosystem 1 reaction center is believed to contain a pair of 

P700 molecules associated with a pair of large 80 kDa polypeptides. 

Photosystem 1 also contains a series of built-in electron carriers, including 

several iron-sulfur (Fel 5) centers. 
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These carriers conduct electrons away from the reaction center within the 
system (Glazer and Melis, 1987). 

1. 3. 2 Photosystem II. 

The core antenna of photosystem II (Figure 5) contains about 50 ChI â. 

molecules and a much smaller number of ~-carotenes (Hansson and 

Wydrzynski 1990; Ghanotkis and Yocum, 1990). The reaction center of this 

photosystem contain a specialized form of ChI a, P680, which undergoes a 

conspicuous change in light absorption at 680 nm as electrons are passect to the 

primary acceptor. A pair of P680 chlorophylls is probably located at the reaction 

center of photosystem II, aIong with two other ChI â. molecules acting in an 

accessory roIe. A pair of ChI molecules lacking Mg2+ (pheophytins) (Nanba and 

Satoh 1987) participate in the transfer of electrons from the reaction center to 

the primary acceptor. These pigments are bound to two related proteins 

(Hearst, 1987) of 32, and 34 kDa (D1 and D2 respectively), which provide the 

environment necessary for many of the PSII redox reactions to function 

properly, and to form the reaction center. A short series of carriers based on 

quinones is also associated with the D1 and D2 polypeptides. PS II con tains the 

chlorophyl1-binding proteins CP47 and CP43, which function as light

harvesting antenna proteins (Green 1988). Another major polypeptide of 

Photosystem II is cytochrome bSS9 (Cramer et al., 1986). The function of this Cyt 

in the photosystem remains unknown. In addition to these integral PSII 

proteins, there are several peripheral proteins, the most important of which 

perhaps is the "33 kDa" which is known to shield the manganese center and 

has also been called the manganese-stabilizing protein (Kuwabara et al., 1987; 

Tyagi et al., 1987; Philbrick and Zilinkas, 1988). 

Our current conceptions about the many aspects of PSII activity 

involving protein and cofactors interactions is largely obtained from the 

crystal1ization and X-ray diffraction analysis of the rea~tion centers from two 

species of photosynthetic purple bacteria (Allen et al., 1987a, 1988, Chang et al 

1986; Deisenhofer et al., 1985; Michel et al., 1986) along with the realization that 

there are significant functional and structural homologies between the D1 and 

D2 proteins in PSII and the Land M subunits of the reaction center complexes 
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from these putple bacteria (Barber, 1987; Michel and Deisenhofer, 1986; Rochaix 

et al., 1984, Rutherford, 1986, 1987). Even though this homology is limited to 

the acceptor side of the photosystem (spanning the region between and 

inc1uding the primary acceptor (and possibly the primary donor) and the 

secondary quinone [QB1 it provides a basis for many hypothesis in regard to the 

functionally and structurally important residues in D1 and D2 (Michel and 

Deisenhofer, 1987), and the membrane topology of these proteins (Syare et al., 

1986, Trebst., 1986). In spite of the presumable structural resemblance between 

PSII and bacterial reaction centers, our present understanding of PSII protein 

arrangement, complex assembly, and prosthetic group binding is still very 
incomplete. 

The water-splitting mechanism is also associated with photosystem II. 

This system inc1udes three soluble polypeptides and four manganese atoms 

(Dismukes, 1981) that form a manganese center linked to the surface of the 

photosystem II complex. By a process that is still incompletely known, these 

elements promote the oxidation of water as the first step in the light reactions. 

The total protein complement of photosystem II, inc1uding the water-splitting 

complex, may have as many as 22 different polypeptides (Masojdik et al, 1987). 

1.3.2.1 The Extrinsic Polypeptides of 16,23, and 33 kDa 

ln plants and algae, three extrinsic polypeptides located at the luminal 

side of PSII of about 33, 23 and 16 kDa, respectively are implicated in the 

binding of the inorganic cofactors of water oxidation. However, in vitro 

experiments with isolated PSII complexes from plants have shown that all 3 

polypeptides can be removed without loss of water oxidation. The fact that the 

16 and 23 kDa peptides are not present in cyanobacteria c1early assigns a non

catalytic function to these peptides. Presumably the 16 and 23 kDa peptides 

modulate the binding of Ca2+ and Cl- at the water oxidizing side in plants and 

algae (Murata and Miyao, 1985). 

The extrinsic 33 kDa (Camm et al., 1987; Isoagai et al., 1983; Enami et al., 

1989; Milner et al., 1987) polypeptide is present in all oxygenic organisms and is 

much more tightly associated with the intrinsic PSII peptides (Figure 5) th an 

the 16 and 23 kDa peptides (Camm et al., 1987). The non catalytic role for the 
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33, 23, and 16 kDa proteins was observed quite early (Henry et al, 1982) and 

became widely recognized when it was found that the electron-transport 

activity lost by removal of the three proteins could be restored by the addition 

of Ca2+ and / or CI- ions (Andersson et al, 1984; Ghanatakis et al, 1984; Miyao 

and Murata, 1984a; Nakatani, 1984; Ono and Inoue, 1984). The restoration of 

oxygen evolution could only be observed with high, unphysiological levels of 

Ca2+ and 0-. Thus, it was suggested that the extrinsic proteins were essential 

for the high affinity binding of Ca2+ and CI- to the catalytic site of water 

oxidation (Murata and Miyao, 1985; Andersson and Akerland, 1987). The 

binding of the Ca2+ and CI- ions are usually related to the presence of the 23 

and 16 kDa subunits. However, such a function must also be considered for the 

33-kDa protein since its removal further increases the requirement for CI- ions 

for optimal oxygen evolution (lmaoka et al, 1986). Interestingly, it has recently 

been shown that the 33 kDa protein displays strong sequence homology to the 

calcium-binding site of mammalian intestinal calcium-binding proteins, and it 

has been shown through ligand-blotting studies to bind Ca2+ ions (Gray et al., 
1989). 

t. 3. 3 Ught-HalVesting Complexes (LHCS) 

LHC antennas are large partic1es that completely span the photosynthetic 

membranes. The LHC-II antenna, however dissociates from photosystem II 

complexes under certain conditions, so that the accessory antenna and the 

photosystem may occur as either a tight complex or separately in chloroplast 

membranes. The energy of photons absorbed within the LHCs is presumably 

passed to the photosystems by the same inductive resonance walk taking place 

in the core antennas of the photosystems (Mullet et al, 1980). 

The two LHC antennas contain about 80 to 120 ChI molecules in a ratio 

of about 3 to 4 ChI â. molecules to each ChI b. The LHC-I antennas forms more 

ore less permanent complex with photo system 1. The ChI â. and b molecules 

are combined with three or four polypeptides to form the LHC-I complex 

(Golbeck and Bryant, 1991). 
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1.4 ABSORPTION AND MIGRATION OF LIGHT ENERGY WITHIN THE 
PHOTOSYSTEMS. 

After a photon of light is absorbed by a pigment molecule associated with 

either photosystem, the absorbed energy is passed to the ChI g molecules at the 

reaction center. Although the mechanism transferring the energy is not 

completely understood, the energy of an absorbed photon is considered to 

"walk" by inductive resonance from one pigment to another in a core antenna 

until it reaches the reaction center. The entire walk typically occurs within less 

than 'a billionth ~f a second, without significant 1055 of the absorbed energy as 

heat (Andreaesson and Vanngard, 1988). Once absorbed light energy reaches 

the ChI â molecules at the reaction center, it is apparently trapped in this 

location and does not migrate back to other pigment molecules of the assembly. 

One factor in the trapping is the rapid transfer of electrons from the 

chlorophylls to a primary acceptor. Another may depend on slightly lower 

energy level associated with the excited orbital in P680 or P700 (Hanson and 

Wydrzynski, 1990). After dropping into these orbitaIs, the excited electrons 

may not contain enough energy to move back from P680 or P700 to other 

pigment molecules in the photosystems (Renger, 1992). 

The two photosystems (pSU and PSI) are linked in chloroplasts by an 

electron transport system that conducts electrons from one photosystem to the 

next, and delivers electrons to NADP+ at the end of the pathway. Most 

molecules oxidized and reduced in the photosynthetic system, consist of 

nonprotein prosthetic groups organized with proteins into large complexes. 

The use of various herbicides to block specific steps in the photosynthesis 

pathway have revealed that the photosynthetic carriers are arranged in a Z 

pathway (Figure 6) first advanced as a possibility by R. Hill and F. Bendall. The 

first leg of the Z is the pathway of electron flow from water through PSII. 

The electron then flows through a long series of carriers that connect 

PSU and PSI; this series forms the diagonal of the Z. As 'they pass through this 

series, electrons lose energy; sorne of the released energy is used to pump H+ 
across the membrane housing the carriers. The electrons then pass through PSI 
and are transferred to a short transport chain leading to the final acceptor of the 
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sequence in the Z pathway. The asterisks indicate the excited forms of P680 and 
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chloroplast system, NADPH+. The tentative positions of individu al prosthetic 

groups acting as cartiers within the Z pathway are shown in Figure 6 (Ort and 
Good, 1988). 

Electrons entering the Z pathway are removed from water at low energy 

levels by the water-splitting complex in photosystem II. The electrons 

removed from water are delivered to the reaction center of PSII by an electron 
cartier identified as Z a tyrosine residue denoted Y z. This side chain picks up 

electrons from the water-splitting reaction and releases them to the ChI P680 at 

the reaction cen.ter. P680 accepts single electrons and raises them to excited 

orbitaIs through the absotption of light energy. 

After excitation electrons are released to the primary acceptor of PSII, 

identified as a plastoquinone, a quinone type typical of chloroplasts (Figure 7). 

The plastoquinone forming the primary acceptor of PSII (Schatz and 

Holzwarth, 1987; Nuijs et al., 1986; Eckert et al., 1988) is identified as QA which 

is defined as a specially bound PQ molecule which undergoes a two-step 

reduction process (Vethuys, 1981). Delivery of electrons from P680 to QA occurs 

via pheophytin (Kimov et a1., 1987). Pheophytin evidently acts as an 

intermediary in the transfer by housing electrons in unstable orbitaIs for a 
fraction of a second. From QA (Gorkon, 1974) electrons flow to a second 

plastoquinone, QB which is considered as the final electron cartier in the PSI! 

complex. The entire pathway of electron flow within the photo system II 

complex thus inc1udes: 

The H+ removed from water by PSII is released to add to the H+ gradient 

produced by electron transport in the chloroplasts. 

Electrons are transferred from the QB cartier of PSI! to a pool of 

plastoquinone molecules that forms the first cartier of the transport system 

linking the two photosystems (Figure 6). In the pool, individu al plastoquinone 

mole cules are unassociated with proteins and free to diffuse within the 

membrane interior. Electron transfer to the pool probably occurs sim ply by 

detachment and entry into the pool of the reduced QB molecule from PSII. The 
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reduced plastoquinone diffusing into the pool is replaced in PSI! by an oxidized 

plastoquinone from the poo1. Electrons from the plastoquinone pool flow 

through three carriers, cytochrome b6, a Fel S protein, and Cyt f (Amou, 1991). 

The complex cçmtaining these carriers is known as the Cyt b61 f complex. Then 

from the Cyt 'b6/f complex electrons pass to the final carrier linking the 

photosystems, plastocyanin. This carrier, a protein containing a copper atom 

that varies between the Cu+ an Cu2+ states during altemate cycles of oxidation 

and reduction, shuttles electrons from the Cyt b6/f complex to PSI. 

From plastocyanin electrons flow to the P700 ChI molecules at the 

reaction center of PSI. After excitation by light absorption electrons are 

transferred ftom P700 to the primary acceptor of this photosystem, a modified 

form of ChI known as Ao. From Ao electrons flow to Al, a quinone derived 

from Vitamin K. The electron then flow through a chain of three Fe 1 S centers, 

designated Fx, FA, and AB. The sequence of electron flow within the three 

Fe 1 S cent ers remains uncertain but may proceed from Fx to either of the other 

two (paschom et a1., 1988). The pathway of electron flow within PSI is 

therefore: 

Electrons are next transferred to the first carrier outside PSI, ferredoxin, 

an Fe 1 S protein that acts as a separate, highly mobile electron carrier in the 

chloroplast system. From ferredoxin electrons flow along the short final chain 

from FNR (ferrodoxin 'NADP' reductase) to NADP+ to complete the Z 

pathway. 

Electrons receive two boosts in energy as they move through the Z 

pathway, one in PSI! and one in PSI (Figure 6). The two consecutive boosts 

raise the electrons to energy levels high enough to reduce NADP+. Along the 

way sorne energy is trapped from the electrons and used to produce an H+ 

gradient. The gradient is established primarily through 'the activity of the Cyt 

b6/f complex, which acts as an electron-driven pump actively transporting H+. 

In the chloroplasts H+ is pumped from the stroma into thylakoid 

compartments. 
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The pattern of electron flow in a Z pathway from H20 ta NADP+ is 

frequently caUed noncyclic photosynthesis because electrons are removed from 

water and travel in a one way direction ta NADP+. Figure 6 summarizes the 

organization of the individual electron carriers within the photosystems and 

carrier complexes of the chloroplast system. AU the components of the Z 

pathway are located on or within the thylakoid membranes or stromal 
lameUae of chloroplasts. 
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> 
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Il 

Figure 7 : Plastoquinone, a carrier that transport, electrons within the 
photo system II complex and in the electron transport system linking the 
photosystems in the Z pathway. 
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1 .5 THE WATER-SPLITTING SYSTEM 

The water-splitting reaction carried out by PSII, developed in 

cyanobacteria sorne 2, to 3 billion years ago, is one of the most significant and 

fundamentally important of all biological interactions. The reaction enabled 

photosynthetic organisms to use one of the most abundant substances on earth 

(water) as an electron source. The reaction is also responsible for the oxygen 

present in the atmosphere which paved the way for the evolution of aerpbic 

organisms, in which oxygen selVes as the final acceptor for electrons removed 

in cellular oxidation. The reaction oxidizing water into 2H+ and 1/2 02, carried 

out by the group of three peripheral membrane polypeptides attached the 

surface of PSII and the manganese center, is believed ta involve two molecules 

of water and ta proceed in a four-step pathway first proposed by Kok and his 

coworkers 1970 (Figure 8). One of the major lines of evidence used ta develop 

the model is the fact that if PSII is illuminated by light with very brief flashes, 

four sequential flashes are required ta complete the water-splitting reaction, 

and 02 is released at only one of the flashes. Movement from one step ta the 

next in the pathway is intimately linked ta the excitation of electrons in PSII. 

On this basis Kok proposed that at the beginning of the pathway (Figure 

8), two molecules of water are split 

The four electrons and four H+ are picked up by the manganese center, which 

may consist of four manganese atoms (Yocum et al., 1-981; Berthold et al., 1981) 

(Figure 8-b shows one of several possibilities for the lattice). The electrons and 

protons are then removed one at a time from the manganese center in a series 

ofsteps 

As the first of the four electrons is removed (step 1), it is picked up by the 

Yz carrier and delivered to ChI â P680 at the reaction c~nter. Transfer to P680 

reoxidizes Yz, and readies il for acceptance of the electron ta be released in step 

2. 
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The system is limited by excitation, however, so that the reaction 

sequence cannot progress to step 2 until the electron delivered from step 1 is 

excited by light absorption in the reaction center. Once excitation has occurred, 

and the electron has passed to the primary acceptor, the mechanism is ready to 

pro gress to step 2. Step 2, 3, and 4 take place similarly, with an excitation 

completing each step. Protons are removed from the manganese center at 

sorne but not aIl of the steps; current indications are that one H+ is released at 
step 1 and 3, and the remaining two H+ at step 4, as shown in (Figure 8-a). The 

two oxygen atoms removed in the preliminary reaction of the pathway are 
released as 02 at the last step. 

P680 P680 P680 P880 

t t t t 
z z z z 
t t t t 

G)~ ® t @l ® r 
..w+"·-T3W+3'-~3I-f++2rT2Ji++·-

tf+ . tf+ 2H"" 

Figure 8 : The reaction pathway splitting water to generate electrons for the Z 
pathway. (a) The series of stepwise reactions removing electrons from water 
and delivering them one at a time to the P680 reaction center of photosystem II. 
(b) A possible arrangement of manganese and oxygen atoms in the manganese 
center. 
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Many features of the pathway are still not understood. Bath Ca2+ 

(Boussac and Rutherford,1988a; Yocum, 1991) and CI- (Critchely, 1985, Murata 

and Miyao, 1985) are required for the reaction ta proceed, at a level of about two 

or three Ca2+ and four ta five CI- per manganese center. The raIe of these ions 

is unknown. They may play structural or regulatory raIes, or may contribute ta 

catalysis of the reaction. The precise structure of the manganese center and its 

linkage ta PSII are also unknown (Rutherford, 1989, Brudvig et al, 1989; 

Vincent and Christau 1987, Pecoraro, 1988). It is considered likely that the 

binding site is located in a pocket on the surface of either of the D1 or D2 

polypeptides or in the interface between the two polypeptides. Valence changes 

of the manganese ions of the center between 2+, 3+, and 4+ states undoubtedly 

contribute ta the uptake and release of electrons. However, the combinations 

and sequence of these changes remain unknown. The function of the three 

soluble polypeptides (17, 24 and 33 kDa) is a~so un certain. Curiously, the water

splitting system reaction can proceed without the polypeptides if Ca2+ and 0-

concentrations are raised ta abnormally high levels. This may indicate that the 

polypeptides simply promote Ca2+ and CI- binding sa that the reaction can 

proceed at physiological concentrations of these ions (Hamann, 1987). 

Elucidation of the structure function relationship in membrane-protein 

on a molecular level challenges life-science today. Bacteriorhodopsin and the 

bacterial photosynthetic reaction-center are the structurally and functionally 

best characterized membrane proteins (Deisenhofer, et al, 1985; Henderson et 

al, 1990). Understanding their mechanism on the molecular level might also 

give insight into the mechanism of other vectorial proton and electron transfer 

proteins. Knowledge of the pigment-pigment interaction which tune the 

properties of the ChI pigments is, thus, of particular importance in the 

understanding of the primary events in photosynthesis. 

Over the last few years, the understanding of the interactions between 

the proteins and the cofactors involved in various aspects of PS II activity has 

readily advanced. One of the major driving forces towards a better insight into 

these interactions has been the crystallization and X-ray diffraction analysis of 

reaction centers from photosynthetic purple bacteria (Michel et a1., 1986, Allen 

et a 1., 1987; EI-Kabbani et a1., 1991), along with the realization that there is an 
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extensive functional and structural ho~ology between parts of PSU and of the 

reaction center complex from purple bacteria (Trebst, 1986; Michel and 

Deisenhofer, 1986). It has become c1ear how much the PSU proteins contribute 

to the particular properties and orientation of the PSU cofactors needed to 

optimally function in energy transfer and electron transport through the 

photosystem. For this reason, protein structure and cofactor function need to 
be considered in conjunction, even though generally biochemical and 

biophysical aspects of PSII have been treated separately. A simultaneous and 

integrated understanding of structural and functional aspects is expected to be 

critical to the design of further experimentation geared towards an elucidation 

of the mechanism by which PSII can successfully utilize light energy to initiate 

a well-orchestred series of redox reactions that is one of the corner stones of 

photosynthesis process. 

Although there have been many significant advances in photosynthesis 
research in the la st few years which have led to our current perceptions of PSII 

structure and functions, combined with all recent major efforts, there remain 

several important questions which will need to be addressed in the future. 

Therfore the objective of this project is to investigate sorne of these 

questions which are still under a great debate between many researchers in 

photosynthesis. In this study we will use Fourier-Transfonn Infrared (FTIR) 

spectroscopy in the first place to test the following: 

1-Interaction of LHC-II with toxic divalent metal ions 

2-The structure of ChI P680+ 

3-Heat treatment of PSII membrane in the presence of betaine and sucrose. 

4-The secondary structure of the 33 kDa extrinsic protein 
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1.6 COMPLEXATION OF DIV ALENT METAL IONS WITH LHC-II 

1.6.1 Metal Ions and Phatasynthesis 

Metal toxicity in relation ta photosynthesis has attracted much attention 

in view of increasing industrialization and pollution. In most of the studies, 

elevated levels of heavy metals were used which were toxie for the system 

under study. However, the availability of any metal in the soil is determined 

by various factors namely absorption by organic matter, c1ays, soil pH, 

fonnation of low molecular weight chelates etc. 

The problem of heavy metal pollution is on the increase through out the 

world. Although any heavy metal ion can be toxic to the plant at elevated 

levels; Hg, Cd, Pb, Cu, Zn, have been generally obsetved to cause phyto-toxicity 

in soiIs. 

Hg, Cd, Pb, are the major environmental contaminants which are 

present in air, water, and soils, especial1y in areas of heavy automobile traffic, 

near smelters and in the area where oil is bumt for heating purposes. These 

heavy metals when released into the enviranment settle down with dust and 

contaminate both foliage and soi1. Reduction in corn and barley growth has 

been reported at a very low concentration. These heavy metals have been 

shown to inhibit . net photosynthesis in green alga, and reduce oxygen 

evolution by affecting electron transport (Krupa et al, 1992). 

Copper and zinc are known to be essential micronutrients in both alga 

and higher plant, these ions at concentration above 1 ~M are increasingly toxic, 

inhibitors for electron transport (Baszynski et a1., 1986, Krupa et a1., 1987b, 

Rashid and Carpentier, 1991). Studies on PSI found that copper inhibits 

electron transport due to the direct interaction of copper with ferredoxin on the 

reducing side of PSI. The Hill reaction in PSII was also sensitive to copper. On 

the other hand Cu deficiency results in a high degree of saturation of thylakoid 

lipid, which affects the function of the PSII acceptor ' side, in addition, the 

pigment composition of LHCII appears disturbed (Droppa et a1., 1987). 
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Heavy metals are known to interfere with a variety of photosynthetic 

functions. Hg has been shown to interrupt the flow of electrons at multiple 

sites, such as plastocyanin and the reaction center of PSI and with the activity of 

enzymes, such as ferrdoxin-NADP+-oxidoreductase (Oettmeier, 199Z). In 

general the effect of metal ions can be summarized as follow: 

1)-Toxic ions as environmental contaminants Z)- Inhibit Oz evolution, 3)

Inhibit electron transport, 4)- Inhibit enzymes activity (Hg2+), 5)

Micronutrients are required for activation of many enzymes at low level (Zn2+, 
Cu2+). 6)- Participation in Oz evolution mechanism (Ca2+, Mn2+), 7)- Inhibit 

net photosynthesis. 

t. 6. 2 Ught-HaJVesting Complex II 

The efficiency of photosynthesis is greatly enhanced by antenna or light

harvesting complexes which collect light energy and transfer it to the 

photosynthetic reaction centers. The most prominent antenna in higher plants 

is the major light-harvesting complex of photosystem II (LHCII). 

According to a recent crystallographic study (Kuhlbrandt and Wang, 1991; 

Evans and Nugent 1991) LHCII contains three closely similar or identical 

polypeptides, with each binding 8 ChI .â and 7 ChI Q. molecules. About 50% of 

the ChI â content and 75% of the ChI h. of higher plant chloroplasts is 

concentrated in LHC-II antennas. LHC-II antennas also contain a few 

carotenoid molecules, including both ~-carotene and xanthophyIls. Although 

the proportion of xanthophyIls in LHC-II is relatively small, the total collection 

of LHC-II antennas contains almost aIl the xanthophylls of higher plant 

chloroplasts ( Thomber et a1., 1988). 

Apart from its function as an antenna that collects radiant energy, this 

complex, regulates the transfer of excitation energy to the reaction centers of 

PSII and PSI, depending on the phosphorylation of its apoprotien (Bennet et al., 

1984; Staehelin, 1986). The complex also mediates the interaction of thylakoid 

membranes, which leads to the formation of stacks of membrane vesicles, the 

chloroplast grana. LHCII is a highly asymmetric transmembrane protein 

composed of three structuraIly equivalent monomers. The ability of LHCII 
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from widely different plant species to form such oligomeric supramolecular 

arrays suggests that this structure is of general significance. The importance of 

the oligomeric structure of LHCII in radiant energy collection and energy 

transfer and the molecular mechanisms of this oligomerization are studied by 

experiments with different in vivo and in vitro factors modifying the 

composition and structure of LHCII (Qlumely and Schmidt, 1987). 

Among the in vivo factors affecting the composition and structure of 

LHCII, the effects of radiant energy, herbicides, low temperature, mineraI 

deficiency, heavy metal ion pollution and specifie mutations have been 

investigated (Lemoine et a1., 1982; Leech and Watton, 1983; Huner et a1., 1987; 

Krupa et al, 1987a, b; Maroc et al., 1987; Abadia et al., 1988; Kroi et al., 1988; 

Krupa 1988b) 

Previous investigations have demonstrated a strong influence of 

monovalent and divalent cations on the conformation, activity and stability of 

LHCII-protein. Several studies have demonstrated that this protein has a 

strong metal ion binding affinity (Krupa, 1988; Baron et a1., 1993) 

Thus in this work we will investigate the binding of Cd2+, Hg2+, Cu2+, 

Pb2+, Zn2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Mn2+ on the secondary structure of LHC-II protein 

using FTIR spectroscopy. 

1. 7 STRUCTURE OF P680+ 

As we previously described the oxidation of water is most easily and 

safely accomplished by a concerted 4-electron event, oxidizing two water 

moiecules to one 02 molecuie. N evertheless, the midpoint potentiai of + 0.8 V 

and the waste product, 02, entait considerable risks of damage to the 

photosynthetic apparatus. PS II needs not only a special device to accumulate 

the four oxidizing equivalents and ensure their concerted action, but aiso an 

oxidant strong enough to make it happen. The oxiqation potential of the 

primarily photooxidant in PSII, P680+, cannot be measured directly but has 

been estimated at + 1.0 ta + 1.3 V (Jursinic and Govindjee, 1977), at + 1.1 V 

(Klimav et al., 1979) and at + 1.2 by independent appraaches. It is much higher 

than in aU ather phatosystems and suggests an essentiaUy different structure or 
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environment. It is so high that P680+ will oxidize not only the tyrosine which 

normaIly acts as the secondary electron donor Y z, but also other amine acid 

residues and pigments in its vicinity (Van Gorkom, 1985). 

The structure of P680 and its molecular environment must be 

responsible for the high potential of P680+ 1 P680. P680 consists of ChI â and the 

midpoint potential of monomeric ChI â in solution is about +0.8 V (Davis et 

aL, 1979). It has often been proposed that P680 is a monomer, not a special pair 

like in other photosystems. That may explain why its redox potential is not 

lower than that of ChI â. in vitro, but something special in its environment 

must still be postulated to explain why its redox potential is higher by 0.3-0.4 V. 

P680 has many properties that may be taken asevidence for a monomeric 
structure. The Qy absmption band is hardly red-shifted relative to that of the 

antenna ChI ~ the oxidized state and the triplet state appear to be localized on a 

single ChI â molecule (reviewed by Hoff 1987). Stark effect (Losche et aL, 1988) 

and hole-buming measurements (Tang et al., 1990) do not show the features 

characteristic of the special pair in putple bacteria, and most recently LD-ADMR 

(linear dichroic absorbance-detected magnetic resonance) measurements 

showed that the angles between the Qy transition moment and the triplet x

and y-axis are the same as for ChI â. in ethanol (Van der Vos te al. 1992). On the 

other hand, the oxidized-minus-reduced absorbance difference spectrum of 

P680 is significantly different from that of monomeric ChI .â. in vitro and the 

other properties are found in P700 as weIl (Brog et aL, 1970). 

Arguments suggesting a dimer structure of P680 are the foIlowing. The 

histidines which in the putple bacterial Land M proteins form ligands to the 

Mg atoms of the special pair, but not those which Iigate the accessory BChls, are 

conserved in Dl and D2 proteins (Michel and Deisenhofer, 1988). At low 

temperature a conservative CD doublet is observed at the position of the Qy 

absorption band of P680 (Otte et aL, 1992). Van Kan et aL,(1990) found that 4 

pigments, presumably 2 ChI and 2 Pheo, contribute to the 680 nm absorption 

band of the isolated reaction center and Schelvis et aL,(1993) found that their 

selective excitation leads to homogeneous 3 ps kinetics. The initial bleaching 

upon selective excitation of the long wavelength pigments has at least twice 
the amplitude expected for excitation of one molecule (Schelvis et al, 1993) and 
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is halved with a time constant of 0.1 ps (Durant et al, 1992). Schelvis et 

al,(1993) concluded that P680 is a special pair like in other photosystems, but 
disguised as a monomer by two features: the Qy transition moments are nearly 

(anti) parallel and placed approximately at the magic angle with their 

connecting axis. This geometry results in a very small exciton splitting with 

nearly all transition probability in one of the two exciton bands. 

Difference FTIR has already proven to be useful in elucidating 

structure/function in membrane proteins (Braiman and Rothschild,1988). 

FfIR difference studies of photosynthetic reaction centers from purple bactetia, 

non-sulfur bacteria have also been reported (Mantele, 1992). However, there 

are relatively few difference infrared studies of light-induced electron transfer 

mechanism in PSU, perhaps because of the structural complexity of this large 

protein complex (Tavitian et a1., 1986; Nabedryk 1990a; Berthomieu et a1., 

1990a,b). 

We will use here FTIR difference (light-minus-dark) spectroscopy to 

obtain the first vibration al difference spectrum that reflects conttibutions from 

the oxidation of P680. From the vibration spectra of P680+ we will try to draw a 

conclusion about the structure of this cation, is it monomer or dimer? 

1.8 EFFECT OF BETAINE AND SUCROSE ON PSU 

Excessive swelling of thylakoids isolated from chloroplasts can be 

prevented by adjusting the osmotic potential of the medium they are 

suspended in. Sucrose is the most frequently chosen osmolyte, but other 

solutes like NaCI or sorbitol have been used as well. The habit of including 

sucrose in the preparation and assay media has been maintained by most 

investigators ev en when they work with preparations of photosynthetic 

membranes which no longer are vesicular, e.g., the PSU membranes isolated by 

a Triton-X-100 treatment of thylakoids according to (Berthold et a1., 1981). 

However, beyond a general realization that these solut~s acts as stabilizers of 

PSII preparations and as cryoprotectants during their storage, other 

implications of their presence are rarely considered. 
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During the past decade, various reports on solute-modified properties of 

PSII membranes have appeared in the literature (Brudvig et al, 1983, Satoh and 

Katoh, 1985; Boussac and Rutherford, 1988; Wydrznski, et al. 1990, 

Papageorgiou et al, 1991). In one of these publications, (Wydrznski, et al, 1990) 

reported how, in media lacking any solutes other than MES-buffer, PSII 

membranes would lose 75% of their water oxidizing activity in the course of 10 

hours. The authors identify the absence of Cl- ions in the medium as a critical 

factor contributing to the activity loss and, on the basis of the complexities of 

the observed Cl- effects, raise the question whether the well established cofactor 

role of Cl- in photosynthetic water oxidation is perhaps not a mechanistic one, 

but a structural one instead. In another article, Papageorgiou et a1.,(1991) report 

that the treatment of PSII membranes with 1.2 M NaCl to dissociate the 

extrinsic 17 and 23 kDa polypeptides was unsuccessful when 1.2 M betaine had 

been added to the incubation medium. 

The non-toxic osmolite glycinebetaine is accumulated to relatively high 

concentrations by several species of plants and bactetia exposed to salt stress or 

water deficit (Wyn jones and Storey, 1981; Cosnka et al, 1989; Wydrznski et al., 

1989). Plants grown in high-salt medium contain a higher amount of the 

osmolite and therefore, the synthesis of this quaternary ammonium 

compound may be considered as a protective mechanism against elevated 

osmolarity (Gnard et al., 1991). Various compatible solutes such as polyhydtic 

a1cohols, sugars sand amino acids are also accumulated in vascular plants in 

response to seasonal acclimation to cold stress (Yancey et al., 1982; Alberdi and 

Corcuea, 1991). It was postulated that the formation of ice-crystals at membrane 

surfaces produces a dehydrating effect analogous to the action of deficit (Guy, 

1990) and that the accumulation of glycinebetaine during cold acclimation may 

improve freezing tolerance in leaves (Kishitani et al, 1994). 

Various polyhydric a1cohols and su gars were also known ta stabilize 

protein structure and function and ta increase the transition temperature of 

sorne polypeptides in aqueous solutions (Gerlsma, 1970; Gerlsma and Stuurs, 

1972,1974). Glycinebetaine has been shown to stabilize complex enzymes such 

as ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase and glucose-6-phosphate 
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dehydrogenase maintaining their subunit structure even at high 

concentrations of NaCI (lncharoensakdi et al., 1986; Gabby-Azaria et al., 1988). 

Glycinebetaine is synthesized in the chloroplast from the oxidation of 

choline by specific enzymes (Hanson et al., 1985) and can be found in this 

organelle at concentrations up to 0.3 M when leaves are grown in saline 

environments (Robinson and Jones, 1985). In the chloroplast, glycinebetaine 

has been postulated to act on membrane permeability (Homann, 1992). 

However, compatible co-solutes at high concentrations where shown to 

decrease freezing damage to thylakoid membranes and to prevent the heat

induced dissociation of membrane-bound polypeptides such as the CF1 subunit 

of the chloroplast ATP synthase (Voiger et al., 1978; Voiger and Santarius, 
1981). 

More recently, it was demonstrated that glycinebetaine greatly stabilizes 

the oxygen evolving function of PSII during incubation of isolated 

cyanobacterial thylakoid membranes or spinach PSII submembrane fractions at 

room temperature (Mamedov et 'al., 1993). 

It was shown that glycinebetaine exerts a stabilizing effect on the oxygen 

evolving complex and prevents the release of the extrinsic polypeptides from 

PSII submembrane preparations in the presence of salts (Papageorgiou et al., 

1991; Homann, 1992; Murata et al., 1992). 

Glycinebetaine also protected the oxygen evolving activity against heat 

stress in thylakoid membranes preparations (Williams et al., 1992; Mamedov et 

al., 1993). In PSII partic1es isolated from Phormidium laminosum, this co

solute retarded the heat-induced release of an extrinsic polypeptides of 9 kDa 

required for oxygen evolution in these preparations (Stamatakis and 

Papageorgiou, 1993). The oxygen evolving activity of PSII core preparations 

isolated from pea was also greatly protected against heat stress in the presence 

of co-solutes due to the more stable binding of the 33 kD.a extrinsic polypeptide 

to the complex (Williams and Gounaris, 1992). However, PSII-mediated 

dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP) photoreduction activity was not further 

stabilized by sucrose in CaC12-washed PSU core preparations already lacking this 

polypeptides and it was concluded that the protective action of co-solutes was 
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reshicted to the oxygen evolving complex, more precisely at the level of the 

extrinsic polypeptides of 33 kDa (Williams and Gounaris, 1992). 

In the present work, we will investigate the effect of glycinebetaine and 

sucrose on PSU membrane under heat treatment. FTIR spectroscopy with 

resolution-enhancement techniques will be used for this purpose. 

t .9 SECONDARY STRUCTURE OF 33 kDa EXTRINSIC PROTEIN 

PSII-membranes consists of both intrinsic and extrinsic proteins 

subunits. Intrinsic polypeptides with apparent molecular masses of 49 (CPa-1), 

45 (CPa-2), 34 (D1), 32 (D2), 9 and 4.5 (a and ~ subunits of Cyt bSS9), and 4 kDa 

(psb1 gene product) in association with an extrinsic 33-kDa polypeptides have 

been assumed to form the minimal complex of photosynthetic oxygen 
evolution (Ghanotakis et a1., 1987). 

In higher plants, two additional extrinsic protein components with 

apparent molecular masses of 24 and 17 kDa are associated with the oxygen

evolving complex. 

The extrinsic 33-kDa protein is much more tightly associated with 

intrinsic PSII proteins than are the 24 and 17 kDa proteins. Removal of this 

proteins requires treatment with high concentrations of alkaline-Tris 

(Yamamoto et a1., 1981), CaC12 (Ono et a1., 1983), or NaCl-urea (Miyao and 

Murata, 1984). Treatment with alkaline-Tris also leads to the loss of the 

manganese c1uster associated with the active site of PSII (Kuwabara and 

Murata, 1982). This was taken as evidence that the manganese c1uster was 

associated with this extrinsic protein. CaC12 and NaCl-urea washes, however, 

efficiently rem ove the 33 kDa protein without the concomitant loss of the 

manganese c1uster if the protein-depleted PSII preparation is maintained at a 

high chloride concentration (> 100 mM). At chloride concentrations below 100 
mM, two of the four manganese associated with ~SU rapidly become 

paramagnetically uncoupled and then dissociate from PSU membranes 

(Mavankal et a1., 1987). These studies indicate that the extrinsic 33 KDa 

proteins act as a manganese-stabilizing protein for PSU. Additionally, mutants 

in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 6803 which lack the 33 kDa protein cannot 
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grow autotrophically at reduced calcium concentrations (Phibrick et a1., 1991). 

Biochemical removal of the 33 kDa protein from PSII membranes increases the 

calcium requirement for oxygen evolution (Bricker, 1992; Boussac and 

Rutherford, 1988a). These results suggest that the 33 kDa protein also 

modulates the calcium requirement of PSII. Recent studies have confirmed 

and extended previous studies (Ono and Inoue 1983; Miayo and Murata, 1984; 

Kuwabara, 1983; Miyao et a1., 1987) which demonstrated that significant rates of 

oxygen evolution can occur in the absence of manganese-stabilizing protein. 

The presence of this protein is, however, required for the high rates of oxygen 

evolution observed in vitro and in isolated PSII preparations. (Bricker, 1992; 

Bumap and Sherman, 1991). 

White this protein obviously is an important component of the oxygen

evolving complex, relatively little is known of its structural organization. 

Previous studies have demonstrated that the 33 kDa extrinsic protein is 

associated with CP 47 (Enami et al., 1987, Bricker et al., 1988; Odom and Bricker, 

1992) and perhaps other intrinsic components of PSII. Studies examining the 

stoichiometry of this protein indicate that there are either one (Murata et a1., 

1983,; Enami et a1., 1991; Xu and Bricker, 1992), or two copies present per PSII 

reaction center. Additionally, the presence of an intramolecular disulfide 

bridge has been demonstrated (Tanaka and Wada, 1988; Camm et al., 1987). 

Because the importance of the 33 kDa protein for PSI! efficiency is 

generally recognized, bacterial expression systems have been designed to allow 

easy purification, investigation and engineering of this protein (Selder and 

Michel, 1990). However, the potential of this powerful approach is limited by 

the absence of a model for 33 kDa protein that would inc1ude structure and 

active sites. Today, not much is known about the 33 kDa protein at the 

molecular level and few insights provided so far regarding its structure do not 

allow construction of a testable model. The main elements that have been 

reported about the 33 kDa protein structure are: its amin~ acid sequence (about 

250 residues) (Borthakur and Haselkom, 1989) its approximate dimensions, 

proposed to be similar to a disk of 7 nm diameter and 1.5-3.3 nm thickness; 

(Haag et al, 1990) and the presence of a disulfur bridge between C28 and C51, 
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which appears necessary for the binding of the 33 kDa protein to PS II. (Tanaka 

and Wada, 1988). 

An important step towards the establishment of a testable model that 

will allow identification of the sensitive sites in the 33 kDa protein is an 

analysis of its amine acid sequence. Previous proposaIs for 33 kDa protein 

active sites (Colman and Govinndjee, 1977; Philbrick and Zilinskkas, 1988» did 

not take advantage of this source of information. Conserved properties, such as 

segments hydrophylicity, chain flexibility, and residue exposure propensity, 

help in locating the potentially active sites. AIso, the sequence itself contains 

structural identification that can be revealed by applying recently developed 

structure prediction methods. It is now generally recognized that the amine 

acid sequence holds all the information required for most proteins to achieve 

proper folding (Fasman, 1991). Although long range interactions cannot be 

predicted and used to draw tertiary folding, short-range interactions between 

neighboring residues have allowed successful prediction or matching of the 

secondary structures of many proteins (Chou and Fasman, 1978; Biou et al., 

1988; Ky te and Doolittle, 1982). Successes in modeling natural protein 

(Crawford et al., 1987) and in de nova protein design further supports the 

potential of secondary structure prediction methods (Beauregard et al., 1991). 

Most attempts to predict protein structure have concentrated on 

predicting the elements of secondary structure, because 90% of the residues in 

most proteins are involved either in a-helices (38%), ~-strands (20%), or 

reverse tums (32%). If the secondary-structure elements could be predicted 

accurately, it might be feasible to pack them together to generate the correct 

folded conformation (Ptitsyn and Finklestein, 1983) 

The various amino acid residues do demonstrate conformation al 

preferences. The relative tendencies of the various residues to be involved in 

a-helices, ~-strands, and reverse tums are given by conformational preferences 

Pa, P~ and P't, respectively. These preferences, however, 'are only marginal. For 

example, the most helix-preferring amine acids, Glu, occurs in a-helices only 

59% more frequently than random, and even Gly and Pro residues are found in 
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helices about 40% as often as random, even though they are not 

stereochemieally compatible with the helical conformation. 

Fortunately, helices, ~-sheets, and reverse tums are not determined by a 

single residue but by a number of them adjacent in the sequence. A segment of 

a particular secondary structure is much more probable when several adjacent 

residues prefer that structure. A number of prediction schemes based on such 

empirical observations have been proposed. The easiest to use, and the best 

known, is that of P. Y. Chou and G. D. Fasman(1987), which classifies the 

amino acids as favoring, breaking, or being indifferent to each type of 

conformation. An a-helix is predicted if four out of six adjacent residues are 
helix-favoring and if the average value of Pa is greater than 1.0 and greater 

than P~; the helix is extended along the sequence until either Pro or a run of 

four sequential residues with average value of Pa' < 1.0 is reached. A ~-strand is 

predicted if three out of five residues are sheet-favoring and if the average 
value of P~ is greater than 1.04 and greater than Pa; the strand is extended 

along the sequence until a run of four residues with an average value of P~<1.0 

is reached. A reverse tum is the likely conformation when sequences of four 

residues characteristic of reverse tums are found. 

A more a priori theory, based on stereochemical considerations of the 

hydrophobie, hydrophilic, and electrostatic properties of the side chains in 

terms of the structural rules of folded proteins, was proposed by Lim(1974). 

Interactions between side chains separated by up to three residues in the 

sequence are considered in term of their packing in either the helical or ~-sheet 

conformations. For example, a sequence with altemating hydrophobie and 

hydrophilic side chains is likely to be a strand in ~-sheet, in which the 

orientations of the side chains altemate, with the hydrophilic side exposed to 

the solvent and hydrophobie side buried in the interior of the protein. A 

helical segment must have hydrophobie residues every three or four residues 

to give at least one side of the helix a hydrophobie surface with whieh ta 

interact with the rest of the pratein structure. 

Recently the secondary structure of the 33 kDa protein has been 

investigated by predictions algorithm (Teeter and WhitIow, 1988), far UV-
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circular dichroism spectroscopy (Xu et al, 1994 ), and unconstrained Chou

Fasman analysis. Such studies can reveal sorne useful results about the 

substructures of this protein. However the relative insensitivity of these 

studies to certain 33 kDa protein conformations, such as ~-sheet, results in 

essentially qualitative and quantitative limitations. 

Thus we felt that it was necessary to critically re-examine the secondary 

structure conformation of the 33 kDa protein, due to its importance in the 

stabilization of the manganese c1uster. As an alternative we decided to used 

FTIR spectroscopy with its resolution-enhancement techniques which has 

more advantages over the methods that have been used before. 
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CHAPTERII 

INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 

2. 1 INTRODUCI10N 

For many years the structure of biological molecules and the relationship 

between their structure and their functions have been the subject of intense 

research. 

Progress in understanding how biological membranes function depends 

to a large extent not only on advances in molecular biology, microbiology, and 

biochemistry, but also on the development of new biophysical methods. 

Ideally, such methods should allow the visualization of structures at atomic 

resolution and the determination of the molecular dynamics of individu al 

groups, especially those involved directly in function. While recent progress 

in crystallography has demonstrated that high-resolution structures of even 

complex membrane protein systems can be obtained, the problem of 

determining the dynamics of membrane proteins at the level of chemical 

groups remains largely unsolved. 

Numerous physical techniques exist for the structural analysis of lipids, 

peptides and proteins. Of those, X-ray diffraction, nuc1ear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy have been among the most 

popular. Each of these techniques provides important information conceming 

molecular structure, with each technique however haVing its own particular 

problems. 

When we consider studies of protein structure we know that X-ray 

diffraction requires the production of relatively large (200 nm) crystals which 



are sometimes difficult to obtain. Owing to line broadening effects NMR 

spectroscopy is limited to the investigation of proteins of molecular weight less 

than 15 kDa. CD spectroscopy is unable to distinguish between ~-sheet and 

tum structures, and the spectra often contain overlapping contributions from 

the amino acid side chains (Chang et-al., 1978). Problems with light scattering 

in membrane suspension (Mao and Wallace, 1984) can limit the usefulness of 

CD spectroscopy. For the study of membrane proteins infrared and Raman 

spectroscopy do not suffer from problems related to light scattering, molecular 

size or crystallization. Raman spectroscopy is limited by the poor signal-to 

noise ratio generally obtained (this problem may be overcome by the recent 

development of Fourier transform Raman spectroscopy). 

FTIR is becoming increasingly popular with experimentalists studying 
the structure and function of biomolecules (N abedryk et al., 1982; Olinger et al., 

1986), a particular feature of the FTIR for the study of proteins is that high 

quality spectra can be obtained with relative ease with very small amount, of 

protein (1 mM) in a variety of environments, such as aqueous solution, lipids, 

crystals and organic solvents. There are no problems associated with 

background fluorescence, light scattering or the size of the molecule. 

FTIR spectroscopy, unlike fluorescence and Resonance Raman 

Spectroscopy is not limited to providing information on the chromophores, as 

it can monitor absorption from all bonds of the biomolecule. Furthermore, 

FTIR spectroscopy does not rely on the use of additional probe molecules, as is 

required with sorne spectroscopie methods. 

The ability to measure the infrared spectrum of crystals as well as 

solutions, intact tissues, or even a single cell (Dong et al., 1989) makes infrared 

methods particularly well-suited for comparing the structure of a protien in 
aqueous solution with its structure in a crystal (Potter et al., 1985; Gorga et al., 
1989). 
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2.2 ClASSIFICATION OF INFRARED SPECTRA 

Several excellent reviews and book chapters have appeared that inc1ude 

discussion of vibration al spectroscopy of biological membranes (Wallach et al, 

1979; Fringeli and Gunthard, 1980; Parker, 1983; Mantsch, 1984; Mendelsohn 

and Mantsch, 1986). Here we are somewhat narrower in our focus, 

concentrating mainly on recent IR work aimed at elucidating the structure and 

dynamics of membrane proteins. We emphasize in particular studies and 

techniques that can be used to probe changes in the covalent bonded structures 

and in the local environments of individual groups in membrane proteins. 

We believe that continued development of these IR-based methods along with 

high-resolution structural methods will go far toward bridging the gap between 

the structure and the function of membrane proteins. 

The energy of a molecule consists partly of translational energy, partly of 
rotational energy, partly of vibration al energy, and partly of electronic energy. 

For a first approximation these contributions can be considered separately. 

Electronic energy transitions normally give rise to absorption or emission in 

the ultraviolet and visible regions of electromagnetic spectrum. Pure rotation 

gives rise to absorption in the microwave region or the far infrared. Molecular 

vibrations give rise to absorption bands throughout most of the infrared region 

of the spectrum. In our study we shall mainly be concerned with the 

interaction of electromagnetic radiation with molecular vibrations. Many 

chemists refer to the radiation in the vibration al infrared region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum in terms of a unit called wavenumbers (V). 

Wavenumbers are expressed as cm-1, and are easily computed by taking the 

reciprocal of the wavelength (Â.) expressed in centimeters. The relation 

between the frequency (V) and wavenumbers are given by the equation : 

where c is the velocity of light in vacuum (2.997925 x 1010 cm/sec), and (c/n) is 

the velocity of light in medium whose refractive index is n, in which the wave 

is measured. The refractive index of air is 1.0003. The frequency Vis 
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independent of the medium and is expressed in cycles per second (sec-1) or 

Hertz (Hz), and Â. is the wave length in cm. 

Infrared (IR) radiation is EMR in the wavelength range that is adjacent ta 

and of less energy than visible radiation. The name of the region is derived 

from the fact that radiation in the region is less (infra) energetic than that of 

visible red radiation. Almost any compound having covalent bonds, whether 

organic or inorganic, will be found ta absorb various frequencies of 

electromagnetic radiation in the IR region of the spectrum. The IR spectrum 

provides a rich array of absotption bands. Many of the absorption bands cannat 

be assigned accurately; those that can, however, provide a wealth of structural 
information about a molecule. 

IR absorption generally corresponds ta change in vibration al and 

rotation al levels in molecules, 1. è. ta changes in the rate or direction of 

vibration of a portion of a molecule in relation ta the remainder of the 

molecule or of rotation of the molecule about its center of gravity. In most 

cases changes in vibrational levels require more energy than changes in 

rotation al levels. The infrared region is divided into three sm aller regions 

according ta energetic proximity ta the visible spectral region: 

t - N ear-infrared region extends from the edge of the visible region (0.7 )lm or 

1400 cm-i ) ta about 2.8)lm (3600 cm-1). The spectrophotometric apparatus that 

is used in the near-infrared region most closely resembles that used in the 

visible region. Sorne low-energy electron transitions as weIl as changes in 

vibration al and rotation al levels can occur in near-infrared region. The near

infrared region is generally restricted ta the study of compounds that contain 
OH, NH, and CH groups. 

2- Mid-infrared region extends from about 2.8 )lm (3600 cm-1) ta about 50 )lm 

(200 cm-1). Because changes in vibrationallevels of most molecules occur in 

the mid-infrared region, it is of most use for analysis. 

3- Far-infrared region co vers the range from 50- )lm (200 cm-i ) ta about 500 )lm 

(20 cm-1). Many purely rotation al changes are superimposed upon vibrational 
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changes. Radiation of less energy than 20 cm-1 is c1assified in the microwave or 

radiowave region of the spectrum. 

2. 3 THEORY OF INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 

A molecule is not a rigid assemblage of atoms. A molecule can be said to 
resemble a system of balls of varying masses, corresponding to the atoms of a 

molecule, and springs of varying strengths, corresponding to the chemical 
bonds of a molecule. 

Because most analytical samples are in the liquid or solid state, the 

analyst is primarily concemed with changes in the vibration al levels. There 

are two main types of spectroscopic methods based on the vibration of the 

atoms of the molecule, namely IR and Raman spectroscopy. Raman 
spectroscopy is sensitive to vibration that modulate bond polarizability. 
Vibrations that leads to change in the dipole moment of a molecule can be 

detected and measured using IR spectroscopy. Although Raman scattering is 

generally weak, its intensity is greatly increased when there is a 

chromatophoric group within a larger molecule. Resonance Raman 

spectroscopy is, however, unsuitable for studying the role of the non

chromatophoric components proteins, e. g. most of the amine acid side chains. 

For studying vibrations of these groups, IR spectroscopy is generally the most 
sensitive technique. 

There are two kinds of fundamental vibrations for molecules: 1-

Stretching, in which the distance between two atoms increases or decreases, but 

the atoms remain in the same bond axis, Stretching vibrations can be either 

symmetric or asymmetric. 2-Bending (or deformation), in which the position 

of the atom changes relative to the original bond axis., bending vibrations are 

nuclear motions that cause change in the angle between two vibrating bands, 

and consequently require a .molecule that contains at least three atoms. 
Bending vibrations are c1assified as rocking, scissoring, twisting, or wagging 

depending upon the motion of the two outer nuclei in comparison to the 

central nucleus. 
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Infrared absorption occurs when the frequency of the alternating field 

that is associated with the incident radiation matches a possible change in 

vibration al frequency of the absorbing molecule. When a match occurs, EMR 

can be absorbed by molecule causing a change in the amplitude of vibration or 

a change in the rate of rotation. 

The possible number of modes of vibration is 3N-6 for a molecule 

consisting of N atoms (3N-5 if the molecule is linear). Thus for a biomolecule 

such as protein there are many vibrations which can result in a complex 

spectrum. Fortunately, however, many of the vibrations can be localized to 

specifie bonds or groupings, such as the C=O and 0-H groups. This has led to 

the concept of characteristic group frequencies. Typical group frequencies of 

interest to biochemists include C=O, -COOH, COO-, O-H and S-H. There are 

many vibration al modes that do not represent a single type of bond oscillation 

but are strongly coupled to neighboring bonds. For example, the IR spectrum 

of a protein is characterized by a set of absorption regions known as the amide 

modes. 

In order for electromagnetic radiation to be absorbed by a molecule, it is~ 

necessary for the molecule to undergo a change of dipole moment during the 

absorption. If no change in the distribution of charge in the molecule occurs, 

the varying charge in the electric component of the radiation has nothing with 

which to interact and cannot transfer energy to the molecule. Molecules that 

have a completely symmetrical charge distribution and in which no charge in 

dipole moment occurs when the molecule vibrates with a different amplitude 

or rotates at a different rate do not absorb infrared radiation. Substances that 

are transparent to infrared radiation are primarily monoatomic and 

homonuclear diatomic gases such as He, Ne, CIl, N2 and 02. Nearly all other 

substances absorb radiation in the infrared region. 

Additional (nonfundamental) absorption bands may occur because of the 

presence of overtones (or harmonies) that occur with greatly reduce intensity, 

as 1/2, 1/3,....... of the wavelength (twice, three times,.... the wave numbers), 
and difference bands (the difference of two or more different wave numbers). 
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Sorne of the various stretching and bending vibrations that can exist 

within a molecule are shown schematically in Figure 9. Bending vibrations 

generally require less energy and occur at longer wavelength (lower 

wavenumber) than stretching vibrations. Stretching vibrations are found to 

occur in order of bond strengths. The triple bond (absorption at 4.4-5.0 J.L, 2300-

2000 cm-i ) is stronger than the double (absorption at 5.3-6.7 J.L, 1900-1500 cm-i ), 

which in tum is stronger than the single bond ( C-C, C-N and C-Q absorption at 

7.7-12.5 J.L, 1300-800 cm-i ). When a single bond involves the very small proton 

(C-H, Q-H, or N-H), stretching vibrations occur at much higher frequency (2.7-

3.8 J.L, 3700-2630 cm-i ). The 0-H bond absorbs near 2.8 J.L ( 3570 cm-i ) and the 0-

D bond absorbs near 3.8 J.L (2630 cm-i ); in this case the strengths of the bonds are 

nearly the same but the mass of one atom is doubled. The way these are spread 

out over the vibrational infrared is illustrated schematically in Figure 10. 

An approximate value for the stretching frequency (v), in cm-i of a bond 

is related to the masses of the two atoms (mi and m2. in grams), the velocity of 

light (c), and the force constant of the bond (k, in dyne/cm): 

v=_l_~fk 
21tC 'V ~ 

which is derived from Hooke's law for vibrating springs. The term Il, or 

reduced mass of the system, is given by 

single, double, and triple bonds have force constants (k) that are approximately 

5, 10, and 15 x 105 dynes / cm, respectively. 
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Figure 9. Various stretching and bending vibrations thàt can exist within a 
molecule. 
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2. 4 FfIR INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPUTATION METHODS 

AIl IR spectrometers inc1ude a broad band source (usuaIly an 

incandescent ceramic material), optic for co11imating the IR light and directing 

it through a sample, an IR detector, and sorne means for analyzing the 

wavelength dependence of the transmitted light. In convention al dispersive 

spectrometers, this last function is accomplished by spreading the light spatially 

with a diffraction grating and selecting individual spectral elements with a 

narrow sUt; thus only a narrow range of wavelengths reaches the sample and 

detector at any time. Collection of a spectrum covering a broad wavelength 

range requires sequential scanning over different spectral elements. 

In general, a more efficient approach is to detect the signaIs from 

different wavelengths simultaneously. In the case of visible and near-UV 

dispersive spectrometers, this can be accomplished by using multichannel area 

detectors. However, such detectors are not available with useful sensitivity 

through the IR region of general interest for vibration al spectroscopy (400-4000 
cm -1 ). This has been overcome by using (Fourier transform infrared) FTIR 

techniques. 

The alternative approach employed in FTIR spectrometers is to pass the 

broad band IR beam through an interferometer such as the Michleson 

interferometer before sending it through the sample and then to a single very 

sensitive detector. This is achieved by directing a polychromatic beam onto a 

beam splitter which directs the beam onto two mirrors, at right angle to each 

other.One of these mirrors moves in direction perpendicular to its axis, such 

that when the beams recombine at the beam splitter, a path length difference is 

introduced which results in interference. The recombined beam is directed 

through the sample and onto the detector. The detector output as a function of 

mirror retardation produces on interferogram which is the sum of the sine 

waves for all frequencies present, Fourier transformation of the interferogram 

produces the spectrum. 

The Michelson interferometer (Figure 11) functions in the following 

manner. Radiation from the source is emitted and directed toward a beam 

splitter. Half of the radiation is reflected by the beam splitter to a mirror that 
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Figure 11: An optical diagram of a Michelson interferometer as used for 

Fourier transform spectrophotometry. The arrows indicate the direction of 

radiative travel and the direction of mirror motion. 
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reflects the radiation back toward the beam splitter. The remaining portion of 

the radiation passes through the beam splitter and strikes a mirror that is 

continuously moved back and forth over a distance of as much as 21 cm. After 

striking the movable mirror, the radiation is reflected back to the beam splitter. 

A portion of the radiation that was reflected from the stationary mirror and a 

portion of the radiation from the movable mirror combine at the beam splitter 

and pass through the cell. After passage through the cell the radiation is 
focused on the detector. 

If the round-trip distance through which the radiation travels between 

the beam splitter and the stationary mirror is identical to the round-trip 
distance between the beam splitter and the movable mirror, the radiation from 

the two mirrors arrives in-phase at the beam splitter, the cell, and the detector 

As the movable mirror changes positions, however, the distances between the 

mirrors and the beam splitter are no longer identical and radiation of a fixed 

wavelength will only arrive in-phase at the cell and detector when the round
trip distance between the movable mirror and the beam splitter is equal to the 

round-trip distance between the stationary mirrors and the beam splitter plus 
or minus a whole-number multiple of the wavelength of the radiation. If the 

movable mirror moves away from the equidistant point by a factor of À/4, the 
round-trip distance is altered by À/2 and the reflected radiation is out-of-phase 

with that from the stationary mirror and destructively interferes. If the 

movable mirror is À/2 from the equidistant point, the radiation is in-phase 

with that from the stationary mirror and constructively interferes. As the 

distance changes, different wavelengths of radiation become in-phase and out

of-phase at a frequency that is dependent upon both the wavelength of the 

incident radiation and the rate at which the mirror moves. By controlling the 
rate of mirror motion, a series of simultaneous signaIs that oscillate at 

frequencies that are directly proportional to the frequencies of the 
electromagnetic radiation arrive at the detector, and oscillate sufficiently slowly 
for the detector to measure. The detector simultaneously measured aIl of the 
frequencies that pass through the cell and routes the information to the 
computer which decodes the information using a mathematical method called 

Fourier transform. The decoded spectrum is directed to the readout device. 
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Fourier transfonn infrared spectrophotometery is particularly useful in 
those circumstances where spectra of law-concentration sample are required 

and in those cases where a spectrum must be obtained rapidly. FTIR 

spectrophotometers can be used as detectors for chromatography. 

The advent of micro-computer controlled spectrometry and the 
development of the Fourier transfonn data collection and manipulation 

methods associated with FTIR spectroscopy have greatly increased the areas of 

application of the technique. Mathematical procedures are now available that 

can separate individual sub-components that strongly overlap in the spectra of 

biomolecules. The most commonly used methods for this purpose are Fourier 

self-deconvolution and derivative spectroscopy. These procedures are 

sometimes referred ta as resolution-enhancement techniques. These 
techniques do not increase the instrumental resolution, but increase the extent 
ta which the individual component bands can be separated. Bath the 

derivative and deconvolution procedures involve a band-narrowing pro cess 

that results in the separation of the overlapping components. They provide a 

means for observing changes in the frequency and intensity of bands in the 
spectra of proteins. 

2. 6. RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT OF FTIR SPECTRA. 

In the past, practical usefulness of the IR method was, however, severely 
limited by such factors as low sensitivity of the infrared measurements, 

interfeting absorption from the surrounding media or solvents and, most 

importantly, by difficulties in extracting the structural infonnation contained 
in the confonnation-sensitive infrared bands. The first two obstacles have 

been largely overcome by the development of computerized FTIR 

instrumentation; this has improved the signal-ta-noise ratio and also allows 

extensive data manipulation. The third difficulty appears ta be of a more 
fundamental nature. It reflects the fact that the confonnation-sensitive amide 
bands of proteins are composites which con si st of overlapping component

bands originating from different structures, such as a-helices, ~-strands, turns 
and non-ordered polypeptide fragments (Miyazawa and Blout, 1961; Byler and 
Su si, 1986). Due ta the inherently large widths of these overlapping 
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component bands (greater than the separation between peak maxima), they 

cannot be resolved and/ or identified in the broad contours of experimentally 

measured spectra. Thus, until recently the infrared estimates of protein 

secondary structure were deduced from global shape of the composite bands; 

the information, thus, obtained was only qualitative and often of questionable 

value. Various attempts to obtain semi-quantitative estimates of protein 

conformation from infrared spectra were based on different types of 

optimization analysis of the overlapping bands (Chiragadze et al., 1973), 

however, such an approach is limited and not fully reliable as it requires 

numerous input parameters which are generally not available. 

A significant step forward in the infrared spectroscopic analysis of 

proteins was made recently by developing computational procedures for the 

resolution enhancement of broad infrared bands. These band-narrowing 

methods allow the decomposition of the complex amide bands into their 

underlying components. This new methodology not only enriches the 

qualitative interpretation of infrared spectra, but also provides a basis for the 

quantitative estimation of protein secondary structure. The most practically 

used methods for this purpose are Second-derivative and Fourier-self 

de convolution (Susi and ByIer, 1986; Braiman and Rothschild, 1988; Jachson 

and Chapman, 1989). The combination of resolution enhancement methods 

with the judicious application of curve-fitting techniques can reveal a wealth 

of information conceming the secondary structure of proteins (Byler and Susi, 

1981; Lee and Chapman, 1986; Surewicz and Mantsch, 1986). 

2. 6. 1 Second-Derivative 

This method involves ca1culating (Susi and ByIer, 1983; Lee et al., 1985; 

Dong et al., 1990) the second derivative S(v) of the absorbance spectrum A (v), 

i.e. S(v) = An(v). Taking the second derivative of overlapping Iorentzian 

bands produces sharpened peaks that have half-widths only 37% as large as 

those of the parent bands. In addition, the intensity of each second-derivative 

band is increased in inverse proportion to the haIf-width of the original band. 

Thus, narrower bands are highlighted in the second-derivative spectrum. 
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Recently developed techniques permit the determination of the relative 

amounts of different types of secondary structure. 

2. 6. 2 Fourier-Self-Deconvolution 

This method was introduced several years ago (Kauppinen et a1., 1981) 

and several reports on its application to protein and biomembrane IR spectra 

have now appeared. It can generally be implemented quite easily on an FfIR 

spectrometer, since it can make use of the Fourier transform programs that are 

empIoyed ta compute the spectrum from an interferogram (Eamest et a1., 1987; 

Olinger et al, 1986; Susi and ByIer, 1986). 

The basis for Fourier self-deconvolution is that the Fourier transform of 

a pure Lorentzian function 

E(y) = 0'/1I [0'2 + (y - ~)] 

is a damped cosine function 
I(x) = [ exp (- 21I 0' 1 x 12cos (21I~x)] 

in these equations cr represents the Lorentzian half-width at half-maximum 

and Vo is the center frequency of the peak. If the damped cosine function in the 

second equation ab ove is multiplied by exp (2Ttcrlx1) and an inverse Fourier 

transformation is then carried out, a Lorentzian function with zero half-width 

(i.e. a cr-function) results. In practice, such a perfect deconvolution is not 

achievable owing to several factors, inc1uding the finite resolution of the 

spectrometer, the deviation of real band shapes from the assumed Lorentzian 

shape, and the inequality of damping factors (intrinsic linewidths) for 

subcomponent bands. 

2. 6, 3 Difference Spectroscopy 

Another useful technique for detection of small and subtle changes in 

protein structure is difference spectroscopy. This technique has been the first 

and the most widespread application, and has been use~ from the early 1980s 

for probing structural differences between a protein's various conformation al 

states (Rothschild et al, 1981; Bagley et a1., 1982; Engelhard et a1., 1985), 

photoreactive proteins like the visual pigments rhodopsin and bacterial retinal 

proteins (Siebert et al, 1981; Rothschild et al, 1981; Siebert et al, 1983; Siebert et 
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al, 1983) and the photosynthetic reaction centers (RC) from plants and bactetia 

(Mantele, 1993) 

The principle of difference spectroscopy involves the subtraction of a 

protein absorbance spectrum in state A from that of the protein in state B. 

Thus for example, the spectrum of sample is obtained before and after being 

triggered by a particular agent, such as light, and then the two spectra are 
subtracted. This reduces the complexity of interpreting the conformational 

change that is induced by the ttigger. The difference spectrum reflects those 

groups that undergo a specifie change in their structure or their environment. 

Assignment of the peaks in the difference spectra has been achieved by use of 

chemical and isotopie modifications. This approach is a powerful one, as the 

background absorbance due to functional groups that are not involved in the 

change are subtracted out. 

2. 7 ASSIGNMENT OF PROTE IN IR SPECfRA 

In infrared spectra the amide bands that arise from the vibration of the 

peptide groups provide information on the secondary structure of polypeptides 

and proteins. Analysis of the peptide group vibration in model compounds 

and in polypeptide systems allows assignments of these characteristic bands. 

Changes in the hydrogen bon ding involved in the peptide linkages results in 

changes in the vibration al frequency of the different amide modes. 

The amide groups of polypeptides and proteins possess nine 

charactetistic vibration al modes or group frequencies. Of these, the one most 

useful for an infrared spectroscopie analysis of the secondary structure of 

proteins in aqueous media is the so-called amide 1 band. Amide 1 bands are 

sensitive to the nature of the secondary structure as this involves specifie 

hydrogen bonding of the c=o and N-H groups (Susi et a1., 1967, Su si, 1969, 
Parker 1983). Attempts were also made to utilize other vibrational modes, 
particularly the amide II and amide III bands. However, the sensitivity of the 

amide III mode to the polypeptide backbone conformation is still not well 
established. The amide II mode, on the other hand, although sensitive to the 
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secondary structure, gives rise only to a very weak infrared band. Due to 

different selection rules, the amide III band is much stronger in the 

corresponding Raman spectra, and it is the latter technique that seems better 

suited for the analysis of this vibration al mode. The amide 1 band arises 

principally from C=O stretching vibration of the peptide group. The amide II 

band is primarily N -H binding with a contribution from C-N stretching 

vibrations. The amide III absorption is normally very weak in the IR, arising 

primarily from N -H binding and C-N stretching vibrations. Most infrared 

studies of protein conformation focus on absorption in the amide 1 region 1700-

1600 cm-l (Table 2) which arises primarily from stretching vibrations of the 

backbone C=O groups. 

Table 2 Band Assignments For Various Protein Secondary Structure 

ln Amide 1 Region (1700-1600 Cm-l ). 

Band position (cm-l ) Assignments 

1630-1640 ~-sheet 

1644 random 

1650-1655 (l-helix 

1670-1680 tums 

1680-1690 ~-sheet 
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CHAPTHRDI 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3. 1 FfIR-INSTRUMENTATION 

The infrared spectra were recorded at ambient temperature using a 

Bornem DA3-0.02 Fourier-transform spectrometer instrument equipped, with a 

liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury/cadmium / telluride (HgCdTe) detector, KBr 

beam splitter, and Globar source (Ste. Foy, Quebec, Canada). The spectra were 

taken with resolution 2 to 4 cm-1 on suspended aqueous solution and thin 

films, using BaF2 windows. 

Spectra were digitized on and then transferred on a 386-based personal 

computer equipped with Spectra Cale. Algorithm (Galstic Industries Corp., 

Salem, NH) Software. 

3.2 EXTRACTION OF PSU MEMBRANES 

PSII Partic1es (BBY) were isolated according to (Berthold et al., 1981) with 

sorne modifications (Rashid and Carpentier, 1989). Spinach leaves were 

obtained from local market. Washed leaves (100 g) were ground quickly in a 

bIen der for 10 s in 300 ml of an ice cooled buffer medium comprising 50 mM 

Tricine/ NaOH (pH 7.6), 10 mM NaCI, 5 mM MgCI2, 0.4 M sorbitol, 6 mM 

ascorbate and 1 mM PMSF. The slurry was squeezed through four layers of 

gauze and then filtered through eight layers of gauze containing two layers of 

cotton wool. The chloroplasts were isolated by centrifugation of the filtrate at 

4000 rpm for 7-8 min. 



The chloroplast pellet was suspended in 200 ml buffer containing 50 mM 

Tricine/NaOH (pH 7.6),10 mM NaCI, 5 mM MgCl2 and 0.1% ascorbate, using a 

Wheaton homogenizer. The suspension was allowed ta stand for 1 min and 

then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 7-8 min and the resulting pellet is the broken 

chloroplast (thylakoid membranes). 

The thylakoid membranes were incubated in 20 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.2), 

15 mM NaCI, 10 mM MgCl2 and 4% Triton X-100 with a ChI concentration of 1 

mg/ml. After an incubation of 20 min in the dark on ice. The unsolubilized 

membranes were precipitated by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 min. The 

supematant was carefully removed and centrifuged at 17500 rpm for 30 min. 

The PSU enriched fraction (PSU membranes) obtained as a pellet were finally 

suspended in a solution containing 20 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.2), 15 mM NaCI, 
and 10 mM MgCl2 at a ChI concentration of 1 mg/ml. The PSU membranes 

were stored in liquid nitrogen and sIowIy thawed just before experiments. 

3.3 CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENT 

The concentration of ChI were detennined in 80% acetone using the 

procedure of Amon (1949) as follow: 

In a tube containing 5 ml of acetone 80%, an amount of PSU membranes extra ct 

(10 J.11) was added, the mixture was stirred for 1 min, followed by centrifugation 

for 2 min at 6000 rpm. The absorbance was measured at 663 nm and 645 nm 

using a spectrophotometer. The ca1culation of the total amount of chlorophyll 

was carried out using the following equations: 

ChI a = 12.7 x A 663 - 2.9 x A 645 = mg/I 

ChI b = 22.9 x A645 - 4.68 x A663 = mg/I 

ChI total = ChI â +Chl b 

this procedure was repeated three times, and the amount of ChI was ca1culated 

by taking the average of the three measurements . 
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3 . 4 MEASUREMENT OF OXYGEN EVOLUTION 

The rate of oxygen evolution was measured using a Clark-type electrode 

in a 3 ml cell kept at 20 oC by a circulating water bath (Allakhverdiev et a1., 

1993). The sample was illuminated by red light (KC 11 filter) passing through a 

heat fiUer consisting of 5% CUS04 solution, the light intensity at the cell surface 

was 100 W m-2. The reaction mixture contained 50 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 6.5), 

10 mM NaCI, 5 mM CaCl2, 0.2 mM phenyl-p-benzoquinone, 0.3 mM potassium 

ferricyanide as electron acceptor, and ChI at a concentration of 20J.lg/ml. 

3.5 Mn-EXTRACTION 

The complete (>95%) extraction of Mn ITom PSII membranes was 

reached as described in Klimov et al., (1982). PSII membranes partic1es at 50J.lg 

ChI/ml were incubated for 1 h at 2 oC in a medium containing 1 M Tris-HCI 

(pH 8.0) and 0.5 M MgCI2. Then the PSII membranes partic1es were precipitated 

at 2000 xg. The pellet was washed twice by resuspention at 10 mg ChI/ml 

followed by centrifugation, first in 0.8 M Tris-HCI (pH 8.0) and then in 20 mM 

Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 35 mM NaCI, and 1 mM EDTA. The depleted PSII partic1es 

were finally suspended in medium consisting of 20 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.2),15 

mM NaCI, and 10 mM MgCl2 at a ChI concentration of 1 mg/ml. Finally the 

Mn-depleted PSII preparations were stored in liquid nitrogen and slowly 

thawed just before experiments. 

3.6 PREPARATION OF LHCII 

The LHC-II was purified ITom PSII membrane as reported in Burke et 

a1., (1978). PSII-enriched membranes were washed in 100 mM sucrose, 5 mM 

EDTA, 20 mM Tricine-NaOH buffer pH 8.0, recovered by centrifugation at 

100,000 X g for 1 h at 4 oC and resuspended in distilled water to a ChI 

concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. Triton X-100 was added to 0.1:5.0 w/v and the 

mixture incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Unsolubilized material 

was removed by centrifugation at 40,000 X g for 30 min and the supematant 
cooled on ice prior to loading onto 0.05-0.5 M continuous sucrose gradients. 
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The gradients were centrifuged at 100,000 X g for 15 h at 4 oC in a Beckman 

Sw28 rotor. The highly fluorescent band containing LHCII was subsequently 

purified from this fraction by precipitation in the presence of 100 mM KCI and 

10 mM MgCI~ the pellet was suspended in a solution containing 20 mM Mes

NaOH (pH 6.2), 15 mM NaCl, and 10 mM MgCl2 at ChI concentration 1 mg/ml, 

then were stored in liquid nitrogen and slowly thawed just before experiments. 

Metal Ion stock solutions: a metal chloride stock solutions of aU metals used 

for this study, were prepared at a concentration of 25 mM in water, then the 

desire concentrations were prepared by consecutive dilutions. 

3. 7 FrIR SPECTRA OF LHC II 

Samples for FTIR measurements were prepared from LHCII, by drying, 

the equivalent of 50 Jl.g ChI (for each sampIe) on BaF2 windows for 20-30 min 

under light stream of dry nitrogen. The samples contained different 

concentrations of metal ions. Five different concentrations 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 

and 20 mM for all metal ions were used in this study. A standard sample was 

prepared by drying an amount of LHCII which is equivalent ta 50 Jl.g ChI on a 

BaF2 window under a light stream of dry nitrogen for 20-30 min, no metal ion 

was added in this measurement. This sample was used as standard for 

ca1culating difference spectra. The difference was taken by subtraction of 

spectra of LHCII (standard) from that of LHCII + Metal. 

A good subtraction was obtained by a flat baseline around 2200 cm-1 

caused by the cancellation of the water combination mode (1600 + 600 cm-1) 

(Dousseau et al, 1989). The difference spectra «LHC + metal ion)-(LHC» were 

reproduced, using the CH stretching bands at 2900 cm-1 as internaI and the 

Triton-X100 band at 1280 cm-1 as external references. These vibrations 

exhibited no spectral changes on protein complex formation under the 

treatment of LHC II with metal ion, and they were canceled upon subtraction. 

The subtraction of water was carried out as reported (Dousseau et al., 

1989). Proper subtraction of water was judged ta yield an approximately flat 

baseline from 1900 ta 1720 cm-1 avoiding negative wide lobes. A good 
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subtraction was obtained by a flat baseline around 2200 cm-l caused by the 

cancellation ofthe water combination mode (1600 + 600 cm-l ). 

3. 8 LIGHT-MINUS DARK FrIR SPECTRA OF P680+ 

Mn-depleted PSII partic1es were treated with 500 }.lM potassium 

ferricyanide and 10 }.lM silicomolybdate at a ChI concentration of 1 mg/ ml. 

From this reaction mixture, 50 Jll (which is equal to 50 }.lg of chlorophy11) were 

deposited on a BaF2 window. The sample was dried under a light stream of dry 

nitrogen for 20-30 min. 

The FTIR spectra were recorded at 20 oC before and during illumination 

(100 W m-2) by a flber optic guide connected to an Oriel model 77501 Fiber Optic 

I11uminator equipped with a heat flUer and a red flUer (600 nm). The resulting 

spectra were analyzed using difference spectra technique. The difference was 

determined by subtracting the spectra before illumination from that during 

illumination (Light-minus-dark spectral. 

The difference light-minus-dark spectra were ca1culated using the C-H 

stretching bands around 2900 cm-l as internaI standard. The precision of the 

method of subtraction was tested using different Mn-depleted samples before 

and during illumination under the same experimental conditions. The 

difference spectra obtained showed a flat baseline for the C-H stretching 

vibrations around 2900 cm- l . 

3.9 PSU INCUBATION WITH BETAINE AND SUCROSE 

3. 9 . 1 Heat Treatment 

For heat treatment, a set of three samples (1 ml total volume each 

sample) that contained PSII-membranes at ChI concentration 1mg/ml were 

prepared. 1 M glycinebetaine and 1 M sucrose were added to the flrst and 

second sample respectively. Each set of three samples were incubated 

simuUaneously for 5 min at the temperature under investigation (20, 40, 60 or 

70 OC) using a water bath. After incubation the treated sample were dialysed for 

3 h against several changes of 5 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.0). The treated samples 

were collected after dialysis and kept at 4 oC for FTIR measurement. 
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3. 9. 2 FfIR Measurements 

Aliquots from the heat incubated PSII-betaine and PSII-sucrose samples 

equivalent to 50 J.Lg ChI, after heat treatment (as described previously) at 

different temperatures were deposited on BaF2 windows, th en dried under a 

light stream of dry nitrogen for about 30 min. FTIR spectra were recorded for 

each sample. These experiments were repeated three times and the average of 

three measurements along with the standard deviation were ca1culated. 

The protein secondary structure was analyzed from the shape of the 

amide 1 band (Byler and Su si, 1986). Fourier self-deconvolution and second 

derivative resolution enhancement as welI as curve-fitting procedures were 

appIied, so as to increase the spectral resolution in the region of 1700-1800 cm-1. 

The self-de convolution was performed by using a Lorentzian line shape for the 

deconvolution and a Gaussian line shape for apodization (Kauppinen et al., 

1987). In order to quantify the area of the different components of the amide 1 

band revealed by self-deconvolution, a least-square iterative curve-fitting was 

used to fit the Lorentzian line shapes to the spectrum between 1700-1600 cm-1. 

Before curve-fitting was done, a straight baseline passing through the ordinates 

at 1700 and 1600 cm-1 was subtracted. The baseline was modified by the least

square curve-fitting, which alIowed the horizontal baseline to be adjusted as an 

additional parameter to obtain the best fit. It is known that no meaningful 

curve-fitting can be performed by simple examination of the original infrared 

spectra, that is why the self-deconvolution procedure has to be carried out first. 

The resolution enhancement that results from the self-de convolution is such 

that the number and the position of the bands to be fitted is determined (Byler 

and Susi, 1986; Kauppinen et al., 1987; Surewicz et al., 1987; He et a 1., 1991). A 

first curve-fitting was done on a spectra deconvoluted with K= 1.5-2.5. The 

initial input parameters of the curve-fitting were set as follow: (a) the frequency 

was adjusted manually by moving the cursor on the monitor screen of the 

computer; (b) the intensity were ca1culated to be two-thirds of the spectrum 

intensity at the frequency chosen and the fulI width at half-height was used to 

the extent of deconvolution applied. None of the input parameters were kept 

constant during the curve-fitting procedure. 
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In the second stage, the same set of initial input parameters, but with 

widened full width at half-height were used to fit the undeconvoluted original 

spectrum for a new curve-fitting, in order to ob tain results free of any possible 

artifact introduced by the deconvolution procedure, in the integrated 

intensities. This is very important for dichroic ratio measurement. The 

resulting curve-fitted was analyzed as follows: Each Lorentzian band was 

assigned to a secondary structure according to the frequency of its maximum: cx

helix (1647-1660 cm-l ); ~-sheet (1615-1640 cm-l ); tum (1660-1680 cm-l ); random 

(1641-1646 cm- l ) an ~-antiparallel (1681-1692 cm- l ). The area of aIl the 

component bands assigned to a given conformation were then summed and 

divided by the total area. The number obtained was taken as the proportion of 

the polypeptides chain in that conformation. These assignments are according 

to previous values determined theoretically (Krimm and Bandeker, 1986) and 

experimentally (Byler and Susi, 1986). The accuracy of this method was tested 

on several proteins of known secondary structures, such as Cyt c (cx-helix 49%) 

and bacteriorhodopsin (cx-helix 63%), which resulted in error of ± 3-5 % 

(Goormaghtigh et al., 1990). 

The intrinsically overlapped amide 1 band contour was subjected to 

resolution enhancement using a second-derivative calculation. The secondary 

structure composition was determined by second derivative/ curve-fitting 

analysis using Spectra Calc Software (Galactic, Industries Co., Salem, NH, U. S. 

A) on a 386-based personal computer. The inverted second-derivative spectra 

were obtained by factoring by -1 and were fitted with Gaussian band profiles. 

Initial band positions were taken directly from the second derivative 

spectra, and no additional band was added unless clearly resolved. During the 

curve-fitting process, the heights, widths, and positions of aIl bands were 

varied simultaneously. After this iterative process was complete d, the relative 

integrated intensity of each band was then calculated from the final fitted band 

heights and widths; areas of the peaks from 1700 to 1600 cm-1 were determined 

and expressed as a percentage of the total peak area in this range. 
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3.10 PURIFICATION OF 33 kDa MANGANESE-STABILIZING PROTEIN. 

Fresh preparation of PSII membranes were washed three times in a 

buffer containing la mM NaCI, 300 mM sucrose and 25 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 
6.5) by centrifugation at 36 000 x g at 4 oC for la min, and resuspended in the 

same medium. The 33 kDa was isolated according to (Xu and Bricker, 1992) 

with sorne modifications. To rem ove the extrinsic 16 and 24 kDa polypeptides, 

PSII membranes were incubated in 1.0 M NaCI, 50 mM Mes-NaOH ( pH 6.0), la 
mM MgCI2, and 300 mM sucrose at a ChI concentration of 1 mg/ml for 1 h on 
ice and in the dark. The suspension was then centrifuged at 36 000 x g for 30 

min. The pellet was resuspended in the same solution and centrifuged at 36 

000 x g for 20 min to remove any remaining loosely bound 16 and 24 kDa 
proteins. 

The NaCI-treated PSII membranes was incubated with 1.0 M CaCI2, 50 

mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.0), 15 mM NaD, la mM MgCl2 and 300 mM sucrose at a 

ChI concentration of 1 mg/ml for 30 min, on ice, and in the dark. The 
suspension was centrifuged at 36 000 x g for 30 min. The supematant which 

contained the 33 kDa extrinsic protein was concentrated using an ultrafiltration 

device (Amicon PM10 Diaflo membrane). The solution of 33 kDa protein was 

then dialyzed for 3 h against several changes of 5 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.0) at 4 

oC and centrifuged to rem ove a pale green precipitate. The total period of 

dialysis was as short as 16 h in order to minimize proteolytic breakdown of 

protein. The 33 kDa protein solution was coUected and kept at 4 oC for the other 
measurements. 

3.10. t DETERMINATION OFPROTEIN CONCENTRATION 

The Bradford Assay, a rapid and reliable dye-based assay for determining 

protein content in solution, was used here to determine the concentration of 33 
kDa protein. This assay is sometimes referred to as the Bio-Rad assay after the 

company which sells the widely used protein detemlination kit. (Bradford, 

1976). 
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3. 10. 2 SDS-PAGE ELECfROPHORESIS OF THE 33 kDa PROTE IN 

Protein composition was analyzed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) using the buffer system of (Laemmli, 1970). 

Electrophoresis was performed in miniature slab gels (Hoefer Scientific 

Instrument) containing 15% acrylamide in the linear slab gel mode at room 

temperature. The gels were stained with coomassie briUiant blue R-250 and 

scanned with an LKB Ultro Scan XL laser densitometer. The following solution 

were used when performing SDS-PAGE: 

a)-Resolving solution 

For resolving the gel we used 50 ml of solution containing : 25 ml 

acrylamide 30%, 11.7 ml distilled water, 12.5 ml Tris, 500 J.LI SDS 10%, 300 }.LI 

ammonium persulphate, and 25 }.LI TEMED. 

b)-Stacking solution 

5 ml of the staking gel consists of: 0.670 ml acrylamide 30%, 3.0 ml 

distilled water, 1.25 ml Tris, 50 }.LI SDS 10%, 25 J.LI ammonium persulphate (100 

mg/ml water) and 4 J.LI TEMED. 

c)-Sample buffer: 

Before depositing on the gel the sample was treated in a solution 

containing: 2.5 ml Tris (pH 6.8), 4.0 ml SDS 10%, 2.0 ml glycerol, 1.0 ml 2-

mercapethanol, and 0.5 ml distilled water 

d)-Electrophoresis buffer 

The running buffer solution consists of 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine and 

0.1% SDS. 

e)-Staining buffer 

Gels were stained with a buffer consisting of 0.04% (w Iv) coomassie 

briUiant blue R-250 (Bio-Rad) in 50% (v / v) methanol and 10% (v/v) acetic acid 

for 3h. 

fl-Destaining buffer 

Gels were destained first in a solution of 50 (v/v) methanol and 10 % (v Iv) 

acetic acid for 1 h. The second, destain was in a solution of 0.05% methanol and 

0.07 glacial acetic acid for 12 h. 
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The amount of the 33 kDa protein deposited on the gel was about 15 llg 
and 10 llg in two different wells. For PSII-membranes it was the amount equal 

ta 7 llg ChI. A protein kit (phosphorylase b, 94 kDa; album in, 67 kDa; 

ovalbumin, 43 kDa; carbonic anhydrase, 30 kDa; a-Iactoalbumin, 14 kDa) 

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. was used as a standard. 

Quantification of the amount of 33 kDa protein on the gel was 

accomplished by scanning the stained 33 kDa protein band on the 

polyacrylamide gel and the relative abundance of proteins was estimated from 

the peak area of the densitogram. 

3. 10. 3 FfIR SPECTRA ANALYSIS OF 33 kDa PROTE IN 

50 III aliquots of 33-KDa solution (equivalent ta 385 llg protein/ml) were 

deposited on BaF2 windows, then dried under a light stre'am of dry nitrogen for 

about 20 min. FTIR spectra were recorded with a resolution of 2 ta 1 cm-1 and 

100 ta 500 scans and treated as in section 3. 9. 2. These experiments were 

repeated three times and the amount of 33 kDa secondary structures along with 

the standard deviation were ca1culated. 
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CHAPTERIV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4. 1 BINDING OF METAL IONS WITH LHCII 

ln the course of interacting Cd, Hg, Pb, Cu, Zn, Mg, Ca and Mn with 

LHCII, we obtained the FTIR spectrum of LHCII without and with metal ion for 
each meta1. 

The infrared spectrum of uncomplexed LHCII-proteins (without metal 

ion) showed a broad and unresolved absorption band centered at 3300 cm-1 

related to the amide A (N -H stretching vibrations) and three other absorption 

bands with medium intensities at 2946, 2927, and 2870 cm-1 (Figure 12), which 

are assigned to the protein symmetric and antisymmetric C-H stretching 

frequencies (Nabedryk et a1., 1984). The protein amide 1 (C=O stretching ) was 

observed as a strong band at 1656 cm-l, while amide II (N-H bending and C-N 

stretching) appeared at 1549 cm-1. A shoulder band at 1514 cm-1 is related to the 

tyrosine vibration (Nabedryk et a1., 1984). The presence of the amide 1 band at 

1656 cin-1 as a strong feature of the spectra is indicative of proteins being 

mainly in the (X-helix conformation and the shoulder and weak components 

appearing at 1675 and 1628 cm-1 (Figure 12) were attributed either to the ChI 

vibrational modes or to the presence of sorne minor ~-sheet and tum 

structures associated with the proteins (Nabedryk et a1., 1984; Chapados et a1., 

1991). A weak band at 1736 cm-1 is assigned to the ester carbonyl stretching 

vibration of the lipid with sorne contribution from Ch1. The weak bands at 

about 1400 cm-1 are related to the C-H bending modes (Nabedryk et al., 1984). 
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Figure 12: FfIR spectra of the LHCII proteins in the presence of Cd, Hg and Pb 
(1 mM) in aqueous solution in the region of 4000-1100 cm-1
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Interpretation of the difference spectra: 

If no interaction occurs between metal cation and protein, the difference 

spectrum shows no spectral features and looks like a base Hne. If there is 

interaction between protein and cation and the protein structure is perturbed 

by cation complexation, two different features can be observed in the difference 

spectrum: a- negative band or negative feature and b- positive band or positive 

feature. The negative feature indicates a reduction in the intensity or 

absorption of certain band upon complexation(Duguid et al., 1994). In this case 

an indirect interaction of cation with prote in can be predicted through cation 

hydration shell (H-bonding of water with protein C=ü and C-N or NH groups). 

This type of interaction can be associated with protein aggregation.The positive 

feature is indicative of an increase in the absorption or intensity of a certain 

band. In this case a direct coordination of metal cation to protein (C=ü, C-N, 

NH or SH groups) is ta king place. 

The infrared spectra of the LHCII-protein (in the absence of metal ion) 

(Figure 12) exhibit no major shifting upon metal ion interaction, therefore we 

have produced the difference spectra «LHCII + metal ion)-(LHCII» for the 

amide 1 and amide II domain. 

From the analysis of the difference spectra of these metal-protein 

complexes, several interesting and important features were revealed. We will 

discuss in detai! these conformation changes for each metal ion separately. The 

difference spectra show several positive and negative derivative features in the 

amide 1 and amide II regions (1800-1500 cm-1) of the spectra which are explored 

in order to analyze the metal ion binding mode, protein conformational 

changes, and the structural variations on metal ion complexation. Positive 

bands in these spectra arise from the appearance of new conformation 

compound s, while the negative bands arise from disappearance of the original 

conformation compounds. 

To facilitate the comparison between the effect of metal ions on the 

conformational changes of LHCII-protein, we found that it is more appropriate 

to regroup these metal ions in three groups according to the similarities 
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between sorne of these metal ions either in their coordination numbers, toxic 

effect or their existence in the plant as follows: 

1) -Cd, Hg, and Pb, 2) - Cu and Zn, 3) -Mg, Ca and Mn. 

Each group was studied separately and the comparison will be between metal 
ions in the same group. 

4. 2 COMPLEXATION OF Cd, Hg, AND Pb WITH UlCII 

It has been shown that dangerous environmental pollutants such as 

Cd2+, Hg2+ and Pb2+ inhibit the photosynthetic apparatus of plants growing in 

their presence at the level of pigments and prenylquinone synthesis, decrease 

the activity of PSII (water splitting system), and cause the degradation of the 

chloroplast inner structure (Baszynski et a1., 1980, Baszynski ,1986; Krupa et a1., 

1987b). Sorne specific changes in the amount and structure of Chl-protein 

complexes have also been observed. The same author showed that Cd2+ affectes 

the structure of light harvesting ChI a/b protein complex II which was reflected 

by a lower content of its oligomeric form and a higher level of the monomer 

(Krupa et al., 1987b). 

ln the present study the results of FTIR experiments designed to 

elucidate the nature of cadmium, mercury and lead action on the secondary 

structure of the light-harvesting protein complex are described. 

4. 2. 1 Cd-Protein Binding 

The amide A and the C- H stretching vibrations (3300-2800 cm -1) 

exhibited no major spectral changes upon complexation of LHCII with Cd, 

whereas the amide 1 and amide II bands at 1656 and 1549 cm-1 showed marked 

intensity variations in the presence of this ion salt (Figure 13). 

At very 10w cadmium ion concentration (0.01 mM) a decrease in the 

intensity of the amide 1 band at 1656 cm-1 and an increas'e in the intensity of the 

amide II band at 1549 cm-1 were observed, which are characterized by a strong 

negative feature at 1625 cm-1 and a weak positive feature at 1554 cm-1 in the 

difference spectra (Figure 13). The 10ss of intensity of the amide 1 band can be 
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attributed to the reorientation of the protein in aqueous solution and not to the 

metal-carbonyl interaction, white the gain in the intensity of the amide II band 

is due to a direct Cd-nitrogen coordination. As the Cd concentration increases 

(0.1 to 20 mM), strong positive features appear at about 1650 cm-1 and 1550 cm-

1, which are due to the increase in the intensities of the amide 1 and amide II 

bands, in the presence of Cd ion (Figure 13). The gain in the intensity of these 

vibrations is related to the direct cadmium-protein interaction through both 

the C=O and C-N groups. The Cd-proteins bindings to the C=O and C-N groups 

are reported through structural analysis of metal-protein complexes (Kaegi and 

Schaeffer, 1988). However, a new positive feature observed at about 1530 cm-1 

in the difference spectra of the Cd-protein complexes formed at high Cd ion 

concentrations (10 and 20 mM) can be assumed to the tyrosine band at 1514cm-1 

(Figure 13). This is likely that the participation of the tyrosine residues in 

metal-protein interaction increases as Cd ion concentration increases. The 

presence of a negative features at 1729-1739 cm-1 in the difference spectra 

arising from the loss of intensity of the ChI and lipid carbonyl ester band at 1736 

cm-1 is indicative of no interaction between the Cd ions and the carbonyl ester 

of lipid or ChI residues of the LHCII complexes. The difference spectra of Cd

protein complexes obtained at higher metal ion concentrations (more th an 20 

mM) showed no differences from those of the Cd-protein complexes with Cd 

ion concentration of 20 mM described in Figure 13. This is indicative of a 

maximum Cd-protein interaction occurring at 20 mM of metal ion 

concentration. 

The conformation of the protein was perturbed by the presence of Cd 

ions al high concentration (1, 10 and 20 mM) (Figure 13). The presence of a 

strong infrared band at 1656 cm-lof the uncomplexed LHe proteins was 

attributed to the (X-helix conformation of the protein as a major conformation 

species present in solution. The ca1culated ratio was shown to contain almost 

48% (X-helical structure (N abedryk et al., 1984). However, the emergence of 

positive features at about 1670 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1 on the higher and lower 

frequency sides of the amide 1 band can be attributed to the formation of the ~

sheet and tum structures upon Cd ion interaction. An estimation of the 

relative amounts of each conformation can be deduced by the ratio of the 

integrated intensities of each band. Such calculation gives about 30% of the (X-
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(l -helix and the rest is ~ -sheet and tum structures. This is a major 
confonnational change from about 48% of (l-helix in the uncomplexed LHCII 

protein (Nabedryk et a1., 1984) to 30% in the presence of Cd ions at high 
concentration. 

These results are in agreement with the conclusions of Krupa (1988) 

where at low cadmium concentration the amino acids composition of LHCII 

and LHCII treated with cadmium are similar with the identical polarity indexes 

equal 0.34 typical for high hydrophobic, intrinsic membrane proteins. 

4. 2 . 2 Hg-Protein Binding 

At very low mercury cation concentration (0.01 and 0.1 mM) metal ion 

binding is mainly through protein carbonyl groups. Evidence for this cornes 

from positive features at about 1660 and 1700 cm-1 as results of the increase in 

the intensity of the amide l band (Figure 14). No such positive feature was 

observed for the amide II at 1550 cm-1, which is indicative of no major metal 

ion binding via the protein C-N group (Figure 14). 

At higher mercury ion concentration (1 mM) more metal-carbonyl 

binding is observed with the major positive features at 1666 and 1702 cm-1 

become more pronounced (Figure 14). However, as the cation concentration 

increased (10 mM), spectral changes were observed, which are characterized by 

strong positive derivative features at 1642 and 1670 cm-1 and a negative feature 

at about 1550 cm-1 (Figure 14). The positive features come from the major 

increase of the intensity of the band at 1656 cm-1, due to a major Hg-carbonyl 

binding. The negative feature at about 1550 cm-1 arises from the loss of 

intensity of the amide II band at 1549 cm-1 and is characterized by no major 

metal-nitrogen atom interaction. On the other hand, a positive feature 

observed at 1530 cm-1 in the spectra of Hg-protein complex at high metal ion 

concentration (10 and 20 mM) is coming from the tyrosine vibration at 1514 

cm -1 (Figure 14), which is due to the major mercury protein interaction 

through tyrosine moieties. Similar gain in the intensity of the amide l band 

was observed as the Hg concentration reached 20 mM, with strong positive 
peaks at 1646 and 1670 cm-1 and a negative feature at 1552 cm-1 (Figure 14), 
which indicates a continued participation of the protein carbonyl groups in 
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metal-ligand binding. However, the negative feature obsetved at 1552 cm-1 is 

an evidence for no mercury-nitrogen interaction (Figure 14). A previous study 

also showed major Hg-carbonyl binding in a series of mercury-polypeptides 

complexes (Alex et al., 1987). Although the spectroscopic evidence showed the 

participation of the protein carbonyl groups as major binding sites, mercury 

binding to the sulfur donor groups of protein is well-documented (Murthy et 

al., 1989). It is important to note that from the stu~y of the amide 1 and amide 

II domains, one cannot draw a certain conclusion on the nature of Hg-sulfur 

donor binding. Since the Chl/lipid absorption band at 1736 cm-1 exhibited no 

major spectral changes in the presence of Hg ions, the possibility of Hg

Chl/lipid interaction cannot be included (Figure 14). 

Drastic conformation al changes of the protein were observed in the 

presence of concentrated Hg ions (10 and 20 mM). The emergence of positive 

spectral features at 1670 and 1642 cm-1 in the difference spectra are due to the 

protein structural changes on metal complexation (Figure 14). As the 

concentration increases (20 mM), the positive features at 1670 and 1646 cm-1 

gain intensity and appear as major components of the difference spectra (Figure 

14), which is indicative of drastic conformational changes from (X-helix to ~

sheet and turn structures, upon Hg ion coordination. The ratio of the 

integrated intensity of these vibrations showed the decrease of the (X-helix from 

50% in the uncomplexed protein to 30% for 10 mM and to 20% for 20 mM 

mercury ion concentrations. The conformation al changes observed in the 

presence of Hg ions are more effective than those obsetved for the Cd-protein 

complexes (Figure 13 and 14). 

4. 2. 3 Pb-Protein Binding 

At low Pb ion concentration (0.01 and O.1mM), minor interaction of the 

Pb-protein through the C=O groups was observed. Evidence for this comes 

from the presence of a weak positive derivative feature at about 1650 cm-1 in 

the difference spectra due to the minor increase in the intensity of the amide 1 

band (Figure 15). As the concentration of metal ion increases (1 to 20 mM), the 

positive peak at about 1550 cm-1 appears as a broad and strong feature of the 

difference spectra of the Pb-protein complexes (Figure 15). The considerable 
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gain in intensity of the amide 1 band is related to the major metal-carbonyl 

interaction occurring at high lead ion concentration. Similarly, the presence. of 

a weak positive derivative features at about 1550 cm-1 of the amide II domain 

could be attributed to sorne degree of lead-protein interaction via the C-N at 

1636 cm-1. The possibility of lead-Chl interaction is excluded here. The absence 

of major conformational marker features at about 1670 and 1640 cm-1 in the 

difference spectra of lead-protein complexes can be related to no major 

conformation variations of the LHC proteins, upon lead cation interaction. It 

should be noted that the addition of more concentrated Pb ion solution (more 

than 20 mM) produced similar spectral changes as observed for the Pb-protein 

complexes of 20 mM metal cation concentration. This is indicative of 

maximum perturbations of proteins structure occurring at 20 mM lead ion 

concentration. Similar behaviors were also observed for the Cd-and Hg

protien complex. However, the interaction of the lead ion brought less 

perturbation of the protein secondary structures than those of the Hg or Cd ion 

discussed here (Figures 13, 14, and 15). 

4. 3. ZINC AND COPPER 

The infrared spectral features of the protein amide 1 and amide II regions 

of the free LHCII showed no major shifting in the presence of copper and zinc 

cations (Figure 16) and thus the difference spectra [(LHCII + metal ion)-(LHCII» 

were reproduced and are presented in Figures 17 and 18. 

4. 3, 1 Zn-Protein Complexes 

At low zinc ion concentrations (0.01-0.1 mM), no major spectral changes 

were observed in the difference spectra of Zn-protein complexes (Figure 17). 

This is indicative of no major perturbation of the protein structure by metal 

cation. As the concentration of metal ion increases (1 mM), several positive 

features were observed at 1670, 1640, 1610 and 1530 cm-1, which are due to the 

presence of a strong metal-protein interaction (Figure 17). A strong positive 
feature at 1640 cm-1 is due to the increase of the intensity of the amide 1 mode 

as the result of direct Zn-carbonyl interaction. Similarly, the positive feature at 

1530 cm-1 would come from the spectral variations of tyrosine mode at 1514 

cm-1 and can be indicative of metal-tyrosine complexation (Figure 16). The 
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weak derivative features at 1670 and 1610 cm-1 are related ta the ChI vibrations 
(N abedryk et a1., 1984). 

At higher metal cation concentration (10-20 mM), major spectral 

modifications occurred in the presence of zinc ion. A strong derivative feature 

at about 1630 cm-1 was observed in the difference spectra of the metal-protein 

complexes as a result of an increase in the intensity of the amide 1 band at 1656 

cm-1, that can be atlributed ta the major Zn-carbonyl interaction (Figure 17). 

Similarly, two positive derivative features with medium intensities at 

1545 and 1535 cm-1 are related ta the increase of the intensity of the amide II 

and the tyrosine modes, that are characteristic of metal-protein interaction via 

C-N and the tyrosine residues. A negative feature observed at about 1745 cm-1 

is due ta the loss of intensity of the carbonyl stretching of the ChI groups, 

which is indicative of no Zn cation interaction with ChI moieties of the PSII 

system (Figure 17) (Tajmir-Riahi and Ahmed,1993). 

The secondary structure of the protein was perturbed by the presence of 

Zn ion at high metal concentrations (10 and 20 mM). The presence of a strong 

infrared band at 1656 cm-1 of the uncomplexed LHCII protein was attributed ta 

the (X-helical structure of the protein as a major species present in aqueous 

solution (Nabedryk et a1., 1984). However, the presence of positive features at 

about 1630 and 1675 cm-1 in the difference spectra of Zn-protein complexes 

formed at 10 and 20 mM metal ion concentrations (Figure 16), are due ta the 

major conformation al variations from (X-helix ta ~-sheet and tum structures 

(Dong et a1., 1992). An estimation of the relative amounts of each 

conformation can be calculated from the ratio of the integrated intensity of 

each band. Such calculation gives about 25% of the (X-helix and the rest in ~

sheet and tum structures, which is a major conformational variation from the 

(X-helical structure of the uncomplexed protein (48%). 

4. 3 . 2 Cu-Protein Complexes 

The copper ion perturbed the protein structure more effectively than the 

zinc cation. At very low concentration of copper ion (0.01, 0.1 mM), the 

difference spectra of copper complexes exhibited weak positive derivative 
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features at about 1650, 1560 and 1526 cm-t, that are characteristics of a small 

increase of the intensities of the amide l and amide II vibrational modes 

(Figure 18). The obsetved spectral changes are indicative of sorne degree of 

copper ion binding with the protein c=o and C-N groups. However, at higher 

metal ion concentration (1 ta 10 mM), major spectral changes were obsetved by 

the appearance of a strong derivative feature at 1650 cm-1, a weak band at 1525 

cm-1 and the two shoulder features with medium intensities at 1668 and 1637 

cm-:-1 (Figure 18). The emergence of the two positive features at 1650 and 1525 

cm-1 as the result of major intensity increases of the amide l band at 1656 and 

tyrosine band at 1514 cm-1 are due ta strong Cu-carbonyl and Cu-tyrosine 

interactions, white the presence of the two other bands at 1637 and 1668 cm-1 

are related ta the protein conformation al changes from the major (X-helix in 

the uncomplexed LHCII ta those of the (3-sheet and tum structures in Cu

protein complexes (Tajmir-Riahi and Ahmed, 1993). Quantitative analysis of 

integrated intensity of each band showed protein conformational changes from 

(X-helix of 48% (uncomplexed protein) ta 40% and the formation of the ~-sheet 

and tum structures in aqueous solution in the presence of copper ion. When 

the copper ion concentration increases ta 10 mM, the amount of (X-helix 

reduced ta almost 30%, white the amounts of ~-sheet and tum structures raised 

ta almost 30%, with strong copper ion coordination ta bath carbonyl and the C

N groups (Figure 18). Evidence for this cornes from the emergence of strong 

derivative features at 1635, 1650 and 1666 cm-l, that are the marker bands for 

the ~-sheet, (X-helix, and tum structures, respectively. However, at 20 mM 

metal ion concentration, the ~-sheet structure appeared as a major species in 

aquem.is solution (50%) with a strong positive feature centered at 1630 cm-l 

white the other conformers (a.-helix and tum) were the min or components in 

solution (Figure 18). The protein carbonyl and the C-N groups were the major 

binding sites of the copper cation at high concentration with major 

perturbation of the tyrosine groups. 

It should be noted that the concentration of 20 mM of metal ion solution 

brought the maximum spectral changes for bath Zn and Cu ions and no 

further spectral modifications was observed upon addition of more 

concentrated metal ion solution (more than 20 mM). 
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In conclusion, LHCII proteins are very strong metal ion binders, and at 

low metal ion concentrations, zinc ion was less effective than copper cation 

(0.01-0.1mM). At higher metal ion concentrations, both Zn and Cu ions are 

binding to the protein carbonyl and C-N groups with the participation of 

tyrosine residues, resulting in major protein conformational changes from (l

helix to ~-sheet and turn structures. However, copper ion induced more 

perturbation of the protein secondary structure with respect to the zinc cation 
at high metal ion concentrations. 

4. 4 Mg, Ca, and Mn 

Due to the minor spectral shifting of the amide 1 and amide II bands 

upon metal ion interaction (Figure 19), the difference spectra [(LHCII +metal 

ion salt)-(LHC-II)] were produced and they are shown in (Figures 20, 21 and 

22).(Ahmed and Tajmir-Riahi, 1994). 

4. 4 . t Mg-Protein Interaction 

At very low Mg ion concentration (0.01 mM), no major spectral changes 

were observed, in the difference spectra of the Mg-protein complexes (Figure 

20). The negative derivative features observed at 1665 and 1550 cm-l at low 

metal ion concentrations, are due to the reduction of the intensities of the 

amide 1 and amide II bands as the results of protein aggregation in the presence 

of the Mg(I) ions. The aggregation of the LHCII proteins in the presence of the 

magnesium ion is well known (Williams et al., 1987). At higher Mg ion 
concentrations (0.1 and 1 mM), two positive features were observed at about 

1670 and 1647 cm-l, because of an intensity increase of the amide 1 band at 1656 

cm -1 and they are indicative of direct Mg-protein interaction, through protein 

carbonyl groups. The negative feature observed at about 1580 cm-l is indicative 

of no participation of the C-N group, in Mg-protein complexation (Figure 19). 

At very high metal ion concentrations (10 and 20 mM), major spectral changes 

occurred, by the presence of strong and broad positiv~ derivative features at 
about 1639-1635 cm-l and the weaker positive features at about 1558-1566 cm-l, 
in the difference spectra of Mg(II)-protein complexes (Figure 20). The observed 

spectral differences are the results of a major intensity increase of the amide 1 

and amide II vibrations, due to the presence of a strong Mg-protein interaction, 
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through the prote in C=O and the C-N groups, and major protein 

conformational variations, in the presence of high metal ion concentrations. 

A weak negative derivative feature observed at 1512 cm-1, related ta the 

tyrosine residues is indicative of no direct metal-tyrosine interaction. 

Similarly, the presence of a negative feature at about 1736-1738 cm-1 due ta the 

ChI vibrations (N abedryk et al., 1984) is indicative of no metal-ChI interaction 

(Figure 19). The free LHCII proteins show mainly a-helical structure (48%) 

with minor contributions from ~-sheet and tum conformations (Nabedryk et 

al, 1984). Evidence for this cornes from the presence of the amide 1 band at 

1656 cm-l, as a strong feature of the infrared spectra, white the bands at 1628 

and 1675 cm-1 are less pronounced (Figure 20). Upon Mg· ion interaction, a 

positive derivative feature at 1647 cm-1 grows in intensity and appears as a 

major component of the difference spectra, at high metal ion concentrations 

(10 and 20 mM) (Figure 20). The decrease in the intensity of the amide 1 

derivative feature at about 1660 cm-1 and the increase in the intensity of the 

components at 1639-1635 cm -1 are characteristic features of conformation al 

changes from that of the a -helix ta ~-sheet and tum structures, in the presence 

of the Mg ion at high concentrations. A quantitative estimation of the amount 

of each component can be ca1culated from the ratio of the integrated intensity 

of each band. Such ca1culations predict about 48% of the a-helix in the 

uncomplexed LHCII, whereas a graduaI decrease of the a-helicity ta the ~-sheet 

and tum structures was observed with the a-helix 43%, in the presence of the 

Mg ion at 20 mM concentration. The decrease in the amount of the a -helix 

was associated with the graduaI increase of the ~-sheet and turn structures as 

the metal ion concentration increases (Figure 20). 

4. 4. 2 Ca-Protein Interaction 

Ca2+ is considered to he an essential cofactor of photosynthetic oxygen 

evolution in higher plants and cyanohacteria (Hamann 1990, Yocum 1991). 

Oxygen-evolving PSII preparations isolated from higher plants and 

cyanobacteria contain Ca2+ which cannat he extracted with various chelating 
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reagents (Kashino et al., 1986, Cammarata and Cheniae, 1987; Shen et al; 1988a, 
Ono and Inoue, 1988). 

Recent studies by Han and Kato (1993) provided evidences suggesting a 

functioning of Ca2+ in the light-harvesting assembly of psu. LHOI solubilized 

from psu membranes contained one bound Ca2+ per PSII. This Ca2+ cannot be 

ascribed to external Ca2+ unspecifically bound to the ChI a/b-protein and this 

Ca2+ is not a metal cation that bound to the binding sites of LHOI. This Ca2+ 

binding site is rather related to the minor 22 kDa component of LHOI which is 

present roughIy in a stoichiometric amount to the PSII reaction center, and it 

may be suggested that the Ca2+ is located inside an oligomeric complex of LHCII 

containing the 22 kDa protein (Peter and Thornber, 1991, Dainese and Bassi, 

1991). As su ch the Ca2+ is inaccessible to chelators used for extraction it may 

play an important structural role to stabilize the association of Chl-proteins or 

the binding of the antenna complex to the PSII reaction center complex, on the 

other. 

LHCU is known to bind Ca2+ strongly and abundantly (Davis and Gros, 

1975) and binding of Ca2+ to even denaturated LHCII proteins has been 

reported (Webber and Gray, 1989). There are two types of binding sites: site one 

binds 1.5 to 4.0 Il moles Ca2+ per mg ChI with Kd of 2.5 IlM, while 9.5 Il moles 

Ca2+ per mg ChI bind to site II with Kd of 32 IlM. Thus site 1 alone can bind 

most, if not aIl the Ca2+ present LHCII suspensions. 

The interaction of Ca ion with LHCII proteins is rather different from 

that of the Mg ion. At low metal ion concentration (0.01, 0.1 and 1 mM), there 

was sorne degree of Ca-protein interaction via protein carbonyl and the C-N 

groups. Evidence for this cornes from two weak positive derivative features, 

observed at about 1660 and 1540 cm-l, in the difference spectra of Ca-prote in 

complexes (Figure 21). The two weak derivative features observed at about 

1660 cm-l and 1540 cm-l are the results of minor intensio/ increase of the amide 

1 and amide II bands, on Ca ion interaction. It should be note d, that at similar 

metal ion concentrations, there was no Mg ion binding with the protein C-N 

group (Figure 20). The presence of a weak negative derivative feature at 1737 

or 1738 cm-l, due to the Chl/lipid ester carbonyl vibrations, is indicative of the 
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absence of any Ca-ChI interaction (Figure 21). However, at high Ca ion 

concentrations (10 and 20 mM), major metal ion bindings were observed 

through protein C=O and . C-N groups. The presence of two strong positive 

derivative features at about 1640 and 1565 cm-1, in the difference spectra of the 

Ca-protein complexes, that formed at high metal ion concentrations (10 and 20 

mM) are indicative of a strong metal-protein complexation and of the presence 

of major protein conformational changes, on calcium ion interaction (Figure 
21). 

The major conformational changes, occurring in the presence of Ca ion 

with concentrations of 10 and 20 mM, are characterized with the emergence of 

strong positive features at 1640 (10 mM) and 1643 cm-1 (20 mM), that are the 

marker infrared bands for the ~-sheet conformation (Figure 21). The 

quantitative analysis of the integrated intensities of the bands at 1640 and 1643 

cm-1 (~-sheet) and that of the band at about 1670 cm-1 (tum structure), showed 

marked conformational transitions from that of the (l-helix in the free LHCII 

(48%) ta 40% (20 mM), in the presence of the Ca ions in aqueous solution 

4.4.3 Mn-Protein Interaction 

At very low Mn ion concentration (0.01 mM), no major spectral changes 

were observed for LHCII on metal ion interaction. As metal ion concentration 

increased ta 0.1 and 1 mM, several weak positive derivative features were 

observed at 1653 and 1551 cm-1, in the difference spectra of the Mn-protein 

complexes. These are the results of the intensity increase of the amide 1 and 

amide II vibrations (Figure 22). The observed spectral changes are due ta the 

participation of the protein C=O and C-N groups, in metal ion complexation. 

At high Mn ion concentrations (10 and 20 mM), drastic spectral changes were 

observed, with the appearance of broad and strong positive derivative features 

at 1635 cm-1 (10 mM) and 1630 cm-1 (20 mM), as well as other medium 

derivative features at 1556, 1530 cm-1 (10 mM) and 1560, 1532 cm-1 (20 mM) 

(Figure 22). The obsetved spectral modifications are due 'ta a major Mn-protein 

interaction, through the c=o and C-N groups. However, the weak positive 

derivative features observed at about 1530 cm-1 (10 and 20 mM), due ta the 

increase in the intensity of the tyrosine mode at 1514 cm-1, are indicative of the 
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Figure 22: FTIR spectra and difference spectra [(LHCII + metal ion)-(LHCII)] of 

LHCII and its Mn complexes in aqueous solution in the region 1800-1500 cm-1. 
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participation of the tyrosine residue, in the Mn-protein complexation. Such 

metal ion interaction with tyrosine groups was not obsetved for the Mg and Ca 
ions, as we discussed above. 

The presence of the strong derivative features at about 1635-1630 cm-1 

and those of the weak features at about 1670 cm-1 are also indicative of major 

conformational changes from that of (l-helical structure, which predominated 

in the uncomplexed LHCII proteins. The measurements of the integrated 

intensities of bands, at about 1635 and 1660 cm-1 in the difference spectra (10 

and 20 mM), have shown major conformational variations from that of the (l

helix in the uncomplexed proteins (48 '70) to 40'70 (20 mM) in the presence of 

the Mn cation (Figure 22). Such major protein conformational variations, 

obsetved in the presence of both Ca and Mn ions, could be one of the major 

factors that contributes to the vital role of these metal cations in water 

oxidation and oxygen evolution in photosynthetic reaction centers. 

4. 5 CONCLUSIONS 

In our investigations we used three different types of metal cations: 1-

Mg(II), CaO!) and Mn(II) cations with strong affinity towards oxygen donor 

groups (hard acid) such as the oxygen atom of the H20 or polypeptide C=O 

groups (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1988). This group of cations are present in the 

photosystem apparatus and their interactions with photosynthetic reactions are 

of great importance. Their complexation with certain polypeptides of PSII 

result in water oxidation and oxygen evolution. II- Zn(II) and Cu(l!) cations 

shown major interaction with nitrogen donor atoms (intermediate aCid), such 

as polypeptides C-N groups. These cations are also present in the photosystems 

as micronutrients and play an important role in activation of several enzymes. 

However, when the concentration of these cations increases in the chloroplast, 

inhibition of electron transport and reduction in rate of oxygen evolution are 

obsetved. III- Cd(II), Hg(I1) and Pb(II) cations with strong affinity towards 

polypeptides sulfur donor atoms (soft acids) such as SH groups of cysteine 

residues. These cations are not present in the photosystem but they are 

reaching them as major contaminants and by binding to polypeptide sulfur 

groups thus inhibit the electron transport and oxygen evolution in PSII. 
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As it is evident from the diversity of acidic nature of these metal ions, 

different coordination chemistry is associated with each group of cations used 

in this study. For instance, divalent Mg with coordination number (eN) of 6 

an Ca(II) with C-N=6 to 8, Mn with C-N = 6, Hg with eN =2, Cd with eN = 6, 

Pb with C.N = 4-6, Zn with eN = 6 and Cu with C.N=4 and 6. These cations 

show va rio us affinities towards protein donor groups (C=O, C-N and SH 

groups) and also towards H20 (Emsley, 1991). Each one binds to different 

number of water molecules and the replacement of water of hydration from 

each cation coordination shell will take place with various degree of stabilities 

(Greenwood and Earnshaw, 1984). 

We have used these different cations to monitor their interactions with 

protein donor groups of LHCII complex and to evaluate the effects of these 

cations on the protein secondary structures. Indeed each group of metal cations 

exhibited different affinities towards light-harvesting proteins. Mg(II), Ca(II) 

preferred mainly polypeptide C=O binding with less interaction towards C-N 

group. These cations are highly hydrated even when they are protein bound 

(few numbers of H20 can be replaced from cation hydration shell by protein 

coordination). Mn(II) cation prefers peptide C-N and C=O groups. Hg(II), Cd(II) 

and Pb(II) are sulfur and C=O or C-N bonded, while Zn(II) and Cu(II) cations are 

coordinated to both C=O and C-N groups. Each cation binds with different 

intensities to portion donor groups. From careful examination of the 

difference spectra obtained{(protein + cation) - (protein)} here, the difference in 

the degree of interactions for each cation have been determined (each set of 

difference spectra has a different absorbance intensity scale). Particularly, at 

high cation concentrations, major differences are evident even though the 

difference spectra seem to be very similar (they have different absorption 

scales). From these degree of interaction for each metal cation we calculated 

the amounts of protein secondary structures at different cation concentrations. 

The differences in the coordination chemistry of these cations prompted us to 

undertake the present investigation and the results obtained here are in good 

agreements with the coordination chemistry of these elements and can be 

extended to other protein complexes of the chloroplast membrane. 
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One of the major questions that should be ad dresse d, is there any 

contribution from CI- anion associated with each cation to the spectral changes 

observed for metal-protein complexes under investigation here? If the 

observed spectral differences are mainly due to the anion (and not due to 

cation), the difference spectra obtained should be identieal for aU cation-protein 

complexes (divalent metal chloride salt used in this study contain similar 

amounts of CI- for aU the complexes). Since such similarities were not 

observed for aIl the cation complexes, partieularly at high salt concentrations, 

the spectral changes occurred are mainly due to cation interaction and not 

coming from CI- anions. 

4.6 STRUCTURE OF CHLOROPHYLL P680+ 

It was demonstrated that upon illumination of Mn-depleted PSII

membranes by continuo us actinie light in the presence of artificial electron 

acceptors, i.e. 500 IlM potassium ferricyanide and 10 IlM silicomolybdate, an 

absorbance change dA with a maximum at 678-680 nm is observed. This 

maximum absorbance is due to the formation of P680+ resulting from 

photooxidation of the primary donor P680 (Allakhverdiev and Klimov 1992; 

Telfer and Barber, 1989; Van Gorkom et al., 1975). 

Therefore we feel it is necessary to explain in the first place the result of 

the experiment whieh has been conducted in this regard to ob tain P680+ by 

these authors, where our experimental part strongly depends on their 

conclusion. 

Figure 23 shows the kinetics of these absorbance changes at 678 nm. 

Wh en PSII membranes are used before removal of the manganese cluster, 

even under oxidizing conditions (presence of 500 IlM potassium ferricyanide 

and 10 IlM silicomolybdate) only a weak absorbance change is seen upon 

illumination (Allakhverdiev and Klimov, 1992) (Figure 23, trace 1). Under 

these conditions, the active oxygen evolving complex (OEC) keeps the reaction 

center and the secondary donor Tyrosine Z mostly in the reduced state. 

However, removal of the manganese cluster from PSII membrane (PSII-Mn

depleted), inactivates the water splitting enzyme which donates electrons to Z, 

inhibits reduction of P680+. Upon the illumination of PSII-Mn depleted, a 
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strong absorbance change occurred, this absorbance change is reversible in the 

dark (Figure 23, trace 2). Addition of 10 IlM MnCl2leads to a decrease of the 

M to the value characteristic of native PSIT-membrane (Figure 23, trace 3), that 
can be explained by an increase of the rate of P680+ reduction under 

reconstitution of the oxygen evolving complex, which acts as secondary 
electron donor to P680+. 

Thus, the light-minus-dark difference spectrum of the reversible 

absorbance change seen in Figure 24 under the conditions used for (Figure 23, 

trace 2) is typical of P680+ accumulation (Klimov et al., 1982; Van Gorkom et al., 

1975). Such a spectrum is created presumably because silicomolybdate is able to 

accept electrons from reduced pheophytin (directly or possibly through the 
non-heme iron) thus allowing the photoacumulation of P680+. 

Therefore, in our investigation we used conditions similar to the one 
described above to accumulate P680+ for a time long enough to detect it by FTIR 

spectroscopy. It was previously demonstrated that these conditions also result 
in the formation of radical (Z-) (Ghanotakis and Babcock, 1983). 

Figure 25 shows that the infrared spectra of the depleted PSII membranes 
exhibit no major shifting upon illumination, therefore we have produced the 

light-minus-dark difference (P680+-P680) spectrum, by subtraction of the 

spectrum of PSIT-Mn depleted before illumination from the spectrum of PSll

Mn depleted during illumination in the range between 1500 cm-1 and 1800 cm-

1. From the analysis of the difference spectra of light-minus-dark 

measurements, several interesting and important features were revealed. In 

Figure 25, the IR spectra of the preparation before (a) and during illumination 

(b) are presented together with the light-minus-dark difference spectrum (c). In 

the difference, the bands that arise from P680 and Z ,appear as negative 
absorption changes while the bands that originate from the formation of P680+ 
and Z· (tyrosine radical) are seen as positive absorption cpanges. 

In the region below 1650 cm-1 the analysis of Chi vibrations associated 
with the formation of P680+ is complicated by the possible superposition of 
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and down arrows indicate light on and off, respectively (Allakhverdiev and 
Klimov, 1992). 
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changes in the redox state of Cyt bSS9, plastoquinone, tyrosine, or from other 

amino groups that might be subjected to some modification of their interacting 

milieu following photooxidation of Z and P680. The IR spectra of the light-and 

dark-adapted Mn-depleted particles exhibited no major difference (frequency 

shifts) in the amide 1 (1657 cm-l ) and amide II (1544 cm-l ) domains, thus 

excluding any large conformation al changes occurring upon charge separation 

which confirms the previous observations of Tavitian et al., (1986). Minor 

difference in the intensities of the amide 1 and amide II bands are reflected by 

shoulder peaks at 1656 and 1546 cm-l in the differencespectrum. 

Comparison of the light-minus-dark spectrum of Figure 25 with the 

known FTIR spectra does not give any clear evidence for the participation of 

Cyt bSS9 or plastoquinone in this spectrum. In fact, in the spectral region 

studied, Cyt bSS9 in its reduced form was characterized by vibration modes at 

1685, 1673, 1641, 1620, 1545, and 1406 cm-l, and the oxidized form absorbed at 

1656, 1628, and 1608 cm-l (Berthomieu et al., 1992). This pattern of bands is 

absent in the difference spectrum. At most, only a few minor bands or 

shoulders could correspond to the above-mentioned maxima and be assigned 

to the Cyt. In the case of plastoquinone, none of the bands associated with its 

vibration modes (Borthomieu et al., 1990) are found. In contrast with the study 

of (McDonnell and Barry, 1992), a positive band at 1514 cm-l which they assign 

to oxidized tyrosine, is not found. Instead, a negative band at 1512 cm-l, 

corresponding to loss of intensity of the tyrosine band at 1519 cm-l in the IR 

spectrum obtained from the illuminated particles, is observed in the difference 

spectrum together with negative shoulder at 1607 cm-l . These vibrations are 

characteristic of the ring modes of phenol groups that are absent in the tyrosine 

radicals (Tripathi and Schuler, 1984). The positive band at 1477 cm-l may be 

tentatively associated with the C-C stretch mode of the tyrosine radical 

(Tripathi and Schuler, 1984). On the other. hand, the positive features centered 

at 1400-1477 cm-l are related to C-O stretching and C-H bending modes and can 

originate from either ChI or tyrosine. 

The main and most interesting ChI bands are found in the region 

between 1735 and 1650 cm-l in the difference spectrum of Figure 25 where their 

ester and ketone vibration modes are evidenced. ChI ft usually shows two 
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bands in that region. An absorption band originates from its two ester groups 

at 1735 cm-l, and a peak at 1694 cm-l is due to the vibration modes of free (not 

hydrogen bonded) 9-keto C=O in ring V of the porphyrin (Ballschmiter and 

Katz, 1969). These two bands are found in the difference spectrum as negative 

features together with a third band at 1652 cm-l, further evidenced in the inset 

of Figure 25, that could also be assigned to 9-keto C=O group. The presence of 

an absorption band at 1652 cm-l was used as a diagnostic of aggregation 

interaction between ChI ~ molecules since it originates from coordinated C=O 

in ChI solutions (Ballschmiter and Katz, 1969). The occurrence of the peak at 

this frequency in the difference spectrum (Figure 25 and inset) could indicate 

that P680 is formed by coordinated ChI dimer. The above would imply the 

coordination of 9-keto function from one ChI to the central Mg ion of the other 

ChI which keeps its 9-keto group free (Ballschmiter and Katz, 1969). 

Alternatively, the strong negative band appearing at 1626 cm-l can also be 

attributed to strongly associated 9-keto function (Chapados, 1988; Chapados et 

al., 1991) as similarly assigned in the difference spectrum obtained for triplet 

P680 (Noguchi et al., 1993). 

Vpon photooxidation of P680, the band at 1694 cm-l that originates from 

the free 9-keto groups is shifted to higher frequencies and appears as positive 

absorption at 1714 cm- l in the difference spectrum as in the case of 

photooxidation of monomeric ChI ~ or of the P700 ChI in the PSI reaction 

center cornplex (Nabedryk et al., 1990), indicating that this group is now in an 

environment with ev en less interaction or with lower dielectric constant 

(Chapados, 1988). On the other hand, the band at 1652 or the one at 1626 cm-l 

assigned to strongly associated 9-keto group is shifted to 1676 cm-l, a frequency 

still in the position of an associated ketone (possibly hydrogen-bonded) 

(Chapados, 1988; Chapados et al., 1991), but not indicative of coordination bond. 

We must note that in the difference spectrum, the absorption peaks cannot be 

quantitatively evaluated because of the presence of both positive and negative 

bands. Thus, it is not clear if the band at 1676 cm-l originates from a shift of the 

band at 1652 or from that at 1626 cm-l . 

The occurrence of two pairs of bands attributed to 9-Keto groups 

(1714/1694 cm-l, and 1676/1652-1626 cm-l ) demonstrate the dimeric nature of 
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P680 (Allakhverdiev et al., 1994) in agreement with recent FTIR studies of the 

triplet state of this reaction center (Noguchi et al., 1993). ~he above data are 

also in agreement with the known structure of the bacterial reaction center 

(Michel and Deisenhofer, 1988). The occurrence of a dimeric P680 with the 

radical of the charge separated state delocalised on one of the ChI could explain 

the conflicting interpretation of most of the data reported on the structure 

(monomeric or dimeric) of this reaction center (Van der Vos et al., 1992). 

4. 7. EFFECT OF BETAINE AND SUCRaSE ON PSII MEMBRANES 

To investigate the effect of glycinebetaine and sucrose . on the integrity of 

PSU-membrane protein, we have undertaken the analysis of the FTIR spectra 

of PSU-membranes incubated with betaine and sucrose separately at different 

temperatures, 20, 40, 60 and 70 oC, using resolution-enhancement and curve 

fitting techniques based on the amide l mode. 

From the recorded absorption spectra of treated PSU-membranes or 

untreated PSII-membranes one cannot visualize any shift in the amide l bands. 

This special region (1700-1600 cm-1) consists of a number of broad overlapping 

bands that cannot be resolved into individual components by an increase of the 

instrumental resolution. The amide l band consists of a number of individual 

bands at the frequencies characteristic for specific types of secondary structure 

(Susi and Byler, 1986, Surewicz and Mantsh, 1988), the secondary derivative 

analysis permits the direct separation of the amide l band into its sub

components (Dong et al., 1990). The various amide l bands identified in the 

resolution-enhanced spectra reflect different components of the protein 

secondary structure. Based on systematic studies of the frequency distribution 

of amide l bands of a number of proteins with known secondary structure 

(Byler and Susi, 1986), the assignment of the individu~l segments to specific 

components of this structure is feasible. Identification of the component bands 

in the second-derivative of amide l band contours not only enriches the 

qualitative interpretation of infrared spectra but also provides a basis for the 

quantitative analysis of the protein secondary structure. 
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SECOND-DERIVATIVES 

To resolve the bands under the amide lof untreated and treated PSII we 

performed the derivative techniques using Spectra Cale. Algorithm. The 

second derivative mode and 9 points which gave a best fit were used. AH the 

recorded absorption spectra were manipulated under similar conditions. 

The intrinsic shape of the amide l band is approximated by a Lorentzian 

function (Surewicz and Mantsh, 1988). In the second-derivative spectrum, the 

peak frequency of an absorbance is identical with the original peak frequency, 

but the half-bandwidth of the original is reduced by a factor of 2.7 (Susi and 

Byler, 1983, 1986). The height of a second-derivative peak is proportional to the 

square of the original peak height with an opposite sign, and the half

bandwidth is inversely proportional to the square of the original half

bandwidth (Susi and Byler, 1983, 1986). The close correlation between the 

relative areas of assigned amide l bands in second-derivative spectra and 

known three dimensional structures (Dong et al., 1990) supports the use of the 

second-derivative infrared spectrum for the quantitative as weH as qualitative 

evaluation of protein secondary structure. 

The original spectra of aH the measured untreated or treated PSII samples 

show a relatively narrow amide l band maxima at around 1656 ± 2 cm-l . The 

frequency of amide l bands indicates that these complexes are enriched in a

helical character (Byler and Susi 1986; Krimm and Bandekar, 1986) secondary 

. structure even when high temperature 70 oC were used. Compared with the 

infrared spectrum of the reaction center complex isolated from purple 

photosynthetic bacterium, R.sphareoides.(Nabedryk et al., 1982, 1988) the amide 

l band of the PSII membranes appeared to be narrower in bandwidth and more 

symmetric. This is indicative of a higher content of a-helices in the PSII 

membranes th an in the bacterial counterpart. 

The second derivative spectra of untreated and treated PSII-membranes 

(in the presence of lM of betaine or sucrose) under elevated temperature are 

shown in Figures 26, 27 and 28. Vpon application of second-derivative to the 

absorption spectra of untreated and treated PSII at the amide l region, seven 
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Figure 26: FTIR spectrum in the amide l region of PSII membranes at 60 oC 

after resolution enhancement by Fourier second-derivative. 
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Figure 27: FTIR spectrum in the amide 1 region of PSII membran'es in the 
presence of betaine at 60 oC after resolution enhancement by Fourier second
derivative. 
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Figure 28: FTIR spectrum in the amide 1 region of PSII membranes in the 

presence of sucrose at 60 oC after resolution enhancement by Fourier second-

derivative. 



major bands at the following frequencies, 1626, 1635, 1643, 1652, 1658, 1675, and 
1684 cnr 1 were revealed. 

To quantify the amount of each type of secondary structures (a-helix, ~
sheet, random, antiparallel) we calculated the area under each band in the 

second derivative spectra. Knowing the frequency of each component we 
determined the relative amount of each type. 

The accuracy of measured band areas in amide 1 second-derivative 

spectra is dependent upon the correct positioning of the base line. In this 

regard Figure 27 will be used to exp Iain how the bands under amide 1 can be 
measured, we utilized the procedure of (Dong et al., 1992) for this task. The 

dashed horizontal lines on second derivative spectrum of Figure 27 represent 
the base lines used to compute the relative amounts of each kind of secondary 

structure. Choice of base-line location can be reliably made if it is recognized 

that excursion above the true base line occurs. Il was reported that the presence 

of a strong a-helix band results in unusually strong positive lobes on each side 
of the a-helix band (Martin, 1959; Kauppinen et al., 1981b). For this reason we 

could not draw an appropriate single base line because the spectrum of PSII
membranes has an extremely high a-helix content (Figure 27). Fortunately, 

small deviations in base-line position above or below the true base line only 

subtly affect the calculated relative percentages of major secondary structures. 
However, a three-base lines approach as shown in the spectrum for PSU

membranes in Figure 27 permits an approximate distribution among secondary 

structures to be determined. AlI bands peak area under the amide 1 band 

(region 1615-1690 cm-1) for each frequency appearing in the second derivatives 

were calculated. Then the percentage of each band area was calculated by 
dividing the band area by the amide 1 band area. This procedure was carried on 

for three times on three different samples for each condition and the average of 
these measurements along with their coefficient of variation were calculated. 
The relative amounts of a-helix, ~-sheet, turns and antiparallel secondary 
structures of treated and untreated PSU-membrane were calculated. 
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calculated from final fitted band heights and widths. We repeated these 

experiments three times and the ca1culation was performed three times for 

each sample, then the average of these ca1culations along with their coefficients 

of variation were ca1culated 

Figures 29, 30 and 31 illustrate the results of such curve-fitting applied to 

the original absorption spectra of PSII membranes, and treated PSII-membranes 

under different temperatures. It can be seen that the amide l band contour of 

the untreated and treated PSII-membranes consist of a strong center band at 

around 1655 cm-1 and few shoulder bands, two on each side of the 1655 cm-1 

band. The exact positions of these shoulder bands are given in Table 3 along 

with their total areas as integrated intensities \yhich in turn are related to the 

population of the corresponding substructures. If the amide l bands are of 

comparable absorptivities (a reasonable approximation), their integrated 

intensities are a measure of their relative concentrations. It should be 

emphasized here that the component bands identified by the curve-fitting 

analysis of the Figures, 29, 30 and 31 are essentially the same as those found 

with second-derivative enhancement, and no extra bands were assigned. 

The component bands derived from the curve-fitting analysis of the 

amide l mode are best interpreted as reflecting at least four types of substructure 

in the untreated and treated PSII membrane. The amide l band at 1650-1660 

cm-1 can be assigned unambiguously to a-helices, while the components band 

at 1620-1640 cm-1 are due to ~-sheet ; in fact, the concomitant appearance of a 

band in the range 1680-1690 cm-1 has been associated with ~-antiparallel 

structures (Susi et al., 1967). This leaves the bands in the range 1666-1675 most 

likely assigned to turns (Susi and Byler, 1983). 

From the integrated intensity of these bands, the fractional percentage of 

aIl components structures under amide l band were determined. 
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Figure 29 : The amide l band contour (1615-1690 cm-1) with the best fitted 

individual component bands for Photosystem II-membrane protein at 60 oC . 
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Figure 30 : The amide l band contour (1615-1690 cm-1) with the best fitted 

individual component bands for Photosystem II membrane protein in the 

presence of betaine at 60 oC. 
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Figure 31 : The amide 1 band contour (1615-1690 cm-1) with the best fitted 

individual component bands for Photosystem II membrane protein in the 

presence of sucrose at 60 oC. 
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The results of second-derivative and curve-fitting calculations are 

presented in Table 3. Each value on the Table represents the average of the 

two sets of measurements, for a second derivative and curve-fitting values. 

The close agreement among these two methods (second-derivative and 

curve-fitting) adds confidence to the analysis and suggests that these infrared 

bands reflect real structural details, curve-fitting then provides the added 

advantage that it allows the relative contributions of the component bands to 

be estimated. 

Data in Table 3 can explain the effect betaine and sucrose have on PSII

membranes at different temperatures. These results showed that the a,-helix 

structure of PSII membrane was protected against increasing temperature. At 

20 oC the a,-helix content was about 58%, while ~-sheet was 25%, turn structure 

12 % and ~-antiparrarllel 7.5 %. As the temperature increased to 40, 60 and 70 

oC, the amount of a,-helix decreased when osmolite was not present, but when 

osmolite was added the content of a,-helix remained almost constant (50%). 

No major differences were observed for the betaine and sucrose in protecting 

the integrity of the PSII-protein structures under elevated temperature. 

However, the amount of ~-sheet was increased as the temperature increasesd 

(10%), while the other structures decreased by temperature increases. The 

changes observed indicate that the thermal stability of the protein structure of 

PSII membrane increased in the presence of osmolite (glycinebetaine and 

sucrose). 

In this context its worth mentioning the extensive studies by (Lee and 

Timasheff, 1981; Arakawa and Timasheff, 1982a, 1984a, 1985) on protein-solute

solvent interactions. According to these authors' concept, the determining 

factor for the protein response to specific solute was whether the 

thermodynamics of the protein-solute-solvent system dictated a preferential 

binding of the solute to the protein, or its preferential exclusion. 

First, preferential solute binding typically favors ' changes of the native 

structure of the protein and, hence, causes protein denaturation. This can be 

rationalized intuitively with the favorable effect of an increased available 

protein surface (Gekko, 1983; Low, 1985; Arakawa et al., 1990). For the same 
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Table 3: The relative amounts of a-helix, (3-sheet, turns and antiparrarel secondary structures of treated an untreated 

PSII along with the standard deviation. (number of measurements = 3). 

Amide 1 Conformation Conformation Conformation 

PSU free PSU + Belaine PSU + Sucrose 
Componenls 

(Cm-1) 20°C 40°C 60°C 70°C 20°C 40°C 60°C 70°C 20°C 40°C 60°C 70°C 

1620-1640 
23±2 26±5 29±5 37±6 27±2 26±3 29±4 23±2 26±3 22±3 36±4 30±4· 

IJ-sheet 

1650-1660 58±7 53±5 52±6 48±4 53 ±4 58±5 52±3 52±4 53±4 50±4 51 ±5 50±5 

a-helix 

1666-1680 12±4 16±3 Il ±3 15±3 16±3 16±3 19±3 1S±3 16±2 20±3 13±2 20±2 

Turn structure 

1680-1690 7±1 S±l 8±1 0 4 ±1 0 0 .10±2 S±l 8±1 0 0 

(3-antiparallel 



reason, a binding of solutes tends to induce dissociation of polypeptides 

aggregates into their components. 

Secondly, selective exclusion of a solute from the protein surface forces 

individual polypeptides as weIl as polypeptides assemblies to minimize their 

surfaces. This is accomplished by retaining native conformation and 

associations. Because proteins have a sm aller surface in the native or folded 

state in comparison with their denaturated state, the tighter packaging of the 

proteins result in their stabilization (Ollis and White, 1990). 

The entropie and enthalpie factors that determine preferential solute 

binding or preferential hydration, i.e., solute exclusion, vary with the nature of 

the solute but, to sorne degree, also with the protein (Gekko, 1983; Arakawa and 

Timasheff, 1985a). Consequently, the effectiveness of protectants may vary with . 

the target proteins. 

Our FTIR spectroscopy results, in Table 3 is in line with the framework of 

the second concept of Timasheff' s group since selective exclusion of solute 

from protein surface forces individual polypeptides as weIl as polypeptides 

assemblies to minimize their surfaces. The results we obtained showed that the 

integrity of the PSII-protein was protected in the presence of betaine or sucrose. 

There were no indieations for protein denaturation under the effect of these 

two solutes, where the amount of a,-helical and ~'-sheet structures suffered no 

major conformation changes even when high temperature (60 and 70 OC) were 

applied. Accordingly the result obtained by our method are in favors of the 

second concept of Timasheff and his group, and exclu de the preferential 

binding of the solute to the protein, whieh can result in the changes of the 

native structure of the protein, and hence denaturation, whieh is not the case 

for our data. 

A similar interpretation was also postulated by Stewart and Bendal (1981) 

who proposed that the presence of highly hydrophobie solutes such as 

glycinebetaine reduces the concentration of free water at the protein interface 

and therefore intensifies hydrophobie interactions. This interpretation also 

explains the stabilization of multisubunit protein complexes as confirmed by 

the stabilization of the binding of the extrinsic polypeptides in the oxygen 
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evolving complex of PSU (Stamatakis and Papageorgiou, 1993; Williams and 
Gounaris, 1992). 

Regardless of the mechanism involved, it is apparent that the structure 

stabilizing or modifying effects of betaine or sucrose in the suspension media of 
PSU membranes preparations cannot be ignored. Sometimes they are taken for 

granted, e.g., when sucrose is routinely included in the storage and assay media 

or even required for activity (Satoh and Katoh, 1985), or when the preparations 

are stored as highly concentrated suspensions in which the membrane protein 
assemblies themselves may act as mutually stabilizing preferentially hydrated 
constituents (Collins and Washabaugh, 1985). 

4. 8. SECONDARY STRUCTURE OF 33 kDa PROTEIN 

The manganese-stabilizing protein (33 kDa), which was isolated by a two

step salt washing procedure, showed a high degree of purity when analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE (Figure 32, lane 3). No contamination with either the 24, or 17-kDa 

extrinsic proteins was evident with Coomassie Blue staining ev en on heavily 
overloaded gels (20 Ilg of 33 kDa-protein). It should be noted that this result 
was only obtained when freshly isolated membranes were used for the prote in 

isolation; PSU-membranes which had been stored overnight on ice or which 
had been frozen yielded manganese-stabilizing protein preparations which 

exhibited significant contamination by the 24, and 17-kDa proteins. 

Figure 33 shows the densitograms of the purified manganese-stabilizing 
proteinwhich was deposited in la ne 3 in the electrophoreses. It is obvious that 

only one component was obtained in this purification procedure, at 33-kDa 

range, there is no traces of neither 17 nor 24-KDa extrinsic proteine From the 

integrated area the percentage of 33-kDa was more than 99%. These are clear 
indications that the 33-kDa which we used for the FTIR measurement was pure 

protein, and only one type of extrinsic proteine 

Vibrational spectra of 33 kDa protein consists of several characteristic 

bands in the mid-infrared region. Figure 34 shows the absorption spectra of 33 
kDa protein, the spectrum exhibits absorbance maxima for amide 1 and amide U 
near 1650 and 1545 cm-l, respectively. The vibrational mode most useful for 
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1 2 3 

Figure 32 : Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of pure 33 kDa extrinsic 
polypeptide. Lane 1, molecular weight standards (for phosphorylase B, bovine 
serum albumin, ovalbumin, carbonic anhydrase, soybeal tripsin inhibitor, and 
lysozyme); lane 2, polypeptide profile of the PSII submembrane fraction; lane 3 
isolated 33 kDa extrinsic polypeptide (15 J.Lg). 
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Figure 33 : Densitogram of manganese-stabilizing protein (33 kDa) . 
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Figure 34 : FTIR absorption spectrum of manganese-stabilizing protein (33 kDa) 
in the region of the amide l and amide ll. 



the analysis of protein secondary structure is the amide 1 band between 

approximately 1600 and 1700 cm-l . The amide 1 region of the infrared spectrum 

of 33 kDa shows a maximum at about 1648 cm-1 and a very intense shoulder 

between 1620 and 1635 cm-l (Figure 34). While these two spectral features 
already indicate the presence of both a-helical and (:J-type conformations (Susi 

et al., 1967; Parker, 1983) further details are likely to be hidden by the partial 

overlapping of bands that are characteristic of various components of protein 
secondary structure (Susi and Byler, 1983, 1986; Byler and Susi, 1986; Yang et al., 

1987). Indeed, the Fourier-deconvolved spectrum and secondary derivative 

shown in Figures 35 and 36 respectively reveal the presence of about five 

components in the amide 1 region of the 33 kDa protein. The frequencies of 

component bands identified in the resolution-enhancement spectra can be 
used subsequently as input parameters for curve-fitting of the original broad 
amide 1 band contour (without knowing the number and approximate 

positions of the components any curve-fitting analysis would be meaningless). 

The results of such curve-fitting analysis of the spectral region of the amide 1 
band of 33 kDa protein is shown in Figure 37. The frequencies of the best fitted 
component bands correspond closely to those identified in the resolution 

enhanced spectrum (Ahmed et al., 1995). 

The most prominent feature in the amide 1 region of the infrared 
spectrum of the 33 kDa protein is a band at 1629 cm-l (Figures 36 and 37). This 

component, which accounts for 36% of the total area of the amide 1 band, can he 

assigned unambiguously to protein segments in the (:J-sheet conformations 

(Susi and Byler, 1986; Su si et al., 1969; Byler and Susi, 1969). In fact, the 

presence of more than Il (:J-componenf' in the spectrum region between 1620 
and 1646 cm-1 has been observed for a number other proteins (Byler and Susi, 
1969). These components most likely represent (:J-type segments with a slightly 

different pattern of hydrogen bonding. Although tempting, the assignment of 
the different "(:J-bands" to specifie classes of (:J-strand (i. e parallel and 
antiparallel) is not straightforward and, at least at present, would be purely 

speculative. 
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Figure 35 : FTIR spectrum in the amide l region of manganese-stabilizing 
protein (33 kDa) after band narrowing by Fourier deconvolution. 
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Figure 36: Second-derivative amide l infrared spectrum of manganese
stabilizing protein (33 kDa) . 
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Figure 37: The amide l band contour (1612-1692 cm-1) with the best fitted 
individual component bands for manganese-stabilizing protein (33 kDa). 
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Fourier resolution enhancement reveals that the other bands seen in the 

original spectrum of Figure 34 consists of five bands with major bands at 1652, 

1658 and three smaller bands at 1666, 1675 and 1685 cm-l . The frequency of 1652 

and 1658 cm-l bands are highly characteristic of a-structures (Byler and Susi, 
1986; Yang et al., 1987). 

The assignment of the three minor components at 1666, 1673 and, 1685 

cm-l (Figures 36 and 37) is less certain as both bands due to tum structure (1666, 

and 1675 cm-l ) are coupled with high frequency vibrations of ~-segments (1685 . 

cm-l ) which might contribute to the spectruml region between 1666 and 1690 

cm-l (Susi and Byler, 1986; Haris et al., 1986). The frequencies of bands due to 

these different structures may in certain cases be very close or even coincide. In 

previous analyses of infrared spectrum of water soluble proteins, turns have 

been assigned to bands around 1666 cm-l as weIl as to frequencies above 1680 

cm-l (Byler and Susi, 1986; Yang et al., 1987). A usually weak band occurring at 

around 1675 cm-l, on the other hand, has been attributed to in-phase vibrations 

of ~-segments in antiparallel conformation (Byler and Susi, 1986). 

Table 4 shows the secondary structure fractions which were determined 

from the FTIR spectroscopy using resolution enhancement and curve-fitting 

procedures. It is obvious from the data presented in Table 4 that the 33 kDa 

extrinsic protein contains a relatively large proportions of ~-sheet structure 

(36%) and a sizable amount of a-helical structure (27%). 

The secondary structure analysis obtained by FTIR were also compared 

with those of other results predicted from either unconstrained Chou-Fasman 

analyses (Chou and Fasman, 1978) or from the methods of Biou et al.,(1988) as 

implemented by Beauregard for the 33 kDa extrinsic protein (Beauregard, 1992). 

Neither computational approach provides a satisfactory description of 

the secondary structure contents. Chou-Fasman estimates a-helix to represent 

28 % of the protein domains, which is similar to ou'r method, however it 

seriously underestimates · the amounts of ~-sheet and turn conformations. The 

analysis of Beauregard, (1992) seriously underestimated ~-sheet (9%) and 
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Table 4: Secondary Structure Analysis of the 33 kDa Extrinsic Polypeptide. 

Secondary Circulara 

structure type Dichroism 

a-Helix 9% 

~-sheet 38% 

Turn 17% 

Other 35% 

a from (Xu and Bricker, 1994). 

b from (Chou-Fas man, 1978). 

C from (Beauregard, 1992). 

Chou- BeauregardC 

Fasmanb 

28% 13% 

25% 9% 

12% -----

35% ----

d this study, number of measurements =3, (Ahmed et al., 1995). 

FTIRd 

27+3% 

36±4% 

24+3% 

13 ±2% 

a-helix (13%) contents of this protein and besides, it could not predict the 

amount of turn or antiparallel structure in the polypeptide. 

The secondary structure fractions recently obtained from the circular 

dichroism method (Xu and Bricker, 1994) yields fairly reliable appraisal of the 

amount of ~-structure (38%) but the amount of a-helix (9%) and turn (17%) 

were seriously underestimated (Table 4). The present infrared spectroscopie 

study shows that the main components of the secondary structures of the 33 

kDa polypeptides is ~-sheet. Qualitatively, this is in agreement with the results 

obtained from (Xu and Bricker, 1994). However, quantitative measurement of 

the protein secondary structure obtained from the analy'sis of the infrared and 

circular dichroism data are considerably different (Table 4). 
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The reasons for the discrepancies between the estimates of 33 kDa 

obtained from the analysis of circular diehroism and infrared data are not fully 

clear. The source of potential error in these two approaches are different. The 

CD spectrum of protein is affected by interfering absorption and, partieularly in 

a membrane environment, by light scattering (Mao and Wallace, 1984). 

Quantitative analysis of circular diehroism spectra relies on the set of reference 

data (Chang et al., 1978). These data, obtained from the spectra of aqueous 

solutions of globular protein of known three-dimensional structure, may be 

not fully applicable to membrane proteins in a hydrophobie environment or 

for membrane bound protein ev en after their isolation. Estimates of the 

secondary structure based on circular diehroism spectra are also influenced by . 

uncertainties in protein concentration. 

The approach used in this study seems to be free of most of the problems 

listed above. Particularly, the analysis based on infrared spectra does not 

depend on any transferred secondary structure data. On the other hand, a 

potential source of uncertainty in quantitative interpretation of infrared data 

arises from the ambiguity in the assignment of the component bands between 

1670 and 1680 cm-1. This problem concerns particularly those cases where the 

characteristie "turn" band around 1665 cm-1 is not observed in the infrared 

spectra. Under certain circumstances the above ambiguity may effect the 

accuracy of the estimate of the a-helix content. Another problem with analysis 

of infrared spectra arises from the unknown intrinsic absorptivities of the 

amide 1 vibrations of C=O groups in differential conformational states. The 

present approach is based on the assumption that the various amide 1 bands 

have comparable absorptivities and, accordingly, that the total fractional are as 

of band assigned to various components of the secondary structure represent 

the real content of these structures. The good correlation that was found for 

more than 20 proteins between the secondary structure estimates obtained 

from X-ray data and infrared analysis (Goormaghtigh et al., 1990) strongly 

suggests that this assumption provides a realistic approximation that will not 

lead to systematie errors. 

Thus, although certain approximations are involved in the quantitative 

interpretation of infrared spectra, we believe that the present estimate of a 
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secondary structure, and particularly the relatively high content of ~-type 

conformations, represents a real structural property of 33 kDa. In fact, the main 

spectral features characteristic of ~-structure are seen even without 

deconvolution or second derivatives, and the overall shape of the amide 1 

band contour is similar to that of other protein containing both ~-structure and 

sizable amount of a-helix conformation. 

The quantitative interpretation of the infrared spectra obtained from the 

isolated 33 kDa polypeptide must be taken with caution because the extrinsic 

protein may undergo sorne minor conformational changes during its removal 

from the PSII membranes. We believe that the present analysis of the 

secondary structure, and particularly the relatively high content of ~-type 

conformation, represent a real structural property of the polypeptide ln 

solution but sorne rearrangements may occur upon binding to the PSII core. 
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CHAPTERIV 

CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this work was to use FTIR spectroscopy with its 

enhancement-resolution techniques to investigate the following: 
1; " 

I-The effect of metal ions on the isolated Light Harvesting Complex (LHCII) 
2-The structure of ChI P680+ 

3-Effect of heat treatment on PSII in the presence of osmolite 

4-Secondary structure of 33 kDa extrinsic protein. 

In the course of this study we can draw the following conclusions: 

1·, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy is a valuable method for the study 

of protein conformation in solution primarily because of the sensitivity to 

conformation of the amide l band (1700-1620 cm-1) which arises from the 

backbone C=O stretching vibration. Combined with resolution-enhancement 

techniques such as derivative spectroscopy and self-deconvolution, plus the 

application of iterative curve-fitting techniques, this method provides a wealth 

of information concerning protein secondary structure. Further extraction of 

conformational information from the amide l band is dependent upon 

discerning the correlations between specifie conformational types and 

component bands in the amide region. 

2-There were several reports in the literature which dealt with the factors 

affecting the composition and structure of LHCII among these factors, the 

effects of radiant energy, herbicides, low temperature, mineraI deficiency, 

heavy metal pollution and specifie mutations were investigated. The results of 

these authors unequivocally indicate a positive correlation between the level 

of trans-16 : 1 acid and the oligomerization of LHCII. These studies concluded 
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in vivo and in vitro these factors disturb the ' association of the proteins 

subunits into the oligomerie form of this complex. The most visible symptom 

of the metal ion toxicity is the loss of chloroplast membrane constituents such 

as carotenoids and lipoquinones. A decrease in Chi content was observed and 

the changes observed in the photochemieal activities may have resulted from 

ultrastructural changes in chloroplast under the metal ion trearement. 

In this work we investigated the effect of several heavy metal ions on the . 

secondary structure of the light-harvesting protein complex using Fourier 

transform infrared with its resolution enhancement techniques. 

The interaction of divalent heavy metal ions with the light-harvesting 

(LHC-II) proteins of chloroplast thylakoids membranes was investigated in 

aqueous solution at different metal ion concentrations (0.01 to 20 mM), using 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy. The infrared 

difference spectroscopie results for the amide l and amide II regions (1800-1500 

cm -1) have shown a strong metal-protein interaction at high metal ion 

concentrations, whereas at a very low concentration the metal cation binding is 

negligible. The metal ion binding is mainly via the protein carbonyl group at 

low cation concentration, whereas metal ion coordination to the protein C=O 

and C-N groups were observed at higher cation concentrations. The metal

tyrosine binding was also observed for sorne ions at high metal ion 

concentrations. Major conformational changes from a-helix to those of the ~

sheet and tum-structures were observe d, in the presence of these metal cations ' 

at high concentrations. There have been several reports in the literature 

conceming the functional effect of metal ion on the LHCII. 

3-The structure of the primary electron donor of photosystem II P680+ was 

studied to examine if it is composed of ChI monomer or dimer. In this study, 

FT IR spectroscopy was used to analyze the changes in the vibration modes 

occurring upon photooxidation of P680+ in a Mn-depleted PSII. It is 

demonstrated that illumination of the above in the presence of artificial 

electron acceptors (500 IlM potassium ferricyanide and io IlM silcomolybdate) 

results in a light-minus-dark absorbance change typical of the formation of 

P680+. The light-minus dark FTIR spectrum obtained under similar conditions 

is characterized by two negative peaks located at 1694 and 1652 or 1626 cm-1 that 
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can be assigned to the 9-keto groups of the ~680 ChI, the latter band being 

indicative of a strongly associated group. These vibrations are shifted to 1714 

and 1626 cm-l, respectively in the positive features of the difference spectrum 

attributed to P680+. The occurrence of two pairs of bands attributed to 9-keto 

groups is discussed in terms of P680 being formed of a ChI dimer. 

4-The integrity of Photosystem II membranes isolated from chloroplast 

thylakoids is profoundly affected by the solute environment. Recently it was 

shown that glycinebetaine was effective in protecting the evolution of oxygen 

against heat, prevented the dissociation of the 18, and 23 kDa extrisic proteins 

from the photosystem II complex in the presence of 1 M NaCl. It also prevented 

the dissociation of 33-kDa extrinsic protein. 

Using FTIR spectroscopy we studied the heat treatment effect on the 

secondary structure of PSII-protein in the presence of glycinebetaine and 

sucrose. It is concluded that glycinebetaine and sucrose act as protecting agent 

for the PSII-membrane protein under elevated temperature. Sorne of the p

structures were converted to p-sheet, where the integrity of a.-helical structure 

was almost protected (table 5) and no major conformation changes were 

observed. The presence of a high percentage of a.-helical structural at even 

elevated temperature (70 OC) was a great indication of the protection of PSII

protein at high temperature in the presence of glycinebetaine or sucrose. These 

results can be accommodated readily in a concept developed by Timasheff and 

his coworkers according to which the responses of proteins to their solute 

environment are consequences of interaction preferences among the 

constituents of the solvent -protein-solute systems. 

5-The 33 kDa extrinsic protein of PSII is an important component of the 

oxygen-evolving apparatus which functions to stabilize the manganese cluster 

at physiological chloride concentrations and to lower the calcium requirement 

for oxygen evolution. Chou-Fasman analysis of the amine acid sequence of 

this protein suggests that this component contains a high proportion of 0.

helical structure. A computational study using more sophisticated techniques 

concluded that the protein contained little periodically ordered secondary 

structure. In this study, we have measured the relative proportions of 
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secondary structure present in 33 kDa protein using FTIR spectroscopy. Our 

results indicate that, the manganese-stabilizing-protem (33 kDa) contains a 

large proportion of ~-structure (36%), relatively small amount of a-helical 

structure (27%), 24% turn and 13% other structures. 

6-Finally these studies demonstrate that the real power of FTIR spectroscopy 

lies in the ability to corroborate secondary structure or to follow relative 

changes in protein structure as a function of selected variables. This ability of 

resolution-enhanced FTIR to provide a rapid, reliable structural 

characterization is of importance when structural information from X-ray 

crystallography is unavailable. 
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